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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as part of the MSc in Mobile & Web Computing at the International 
Hellenic University. The purpose of this paper is the understanding of the deep learning theory, 
including terms like Neural Networks, activation functions, loss functions, optimizers, overfitting, 
data augmentation, and more, having as a final objective the development of a TensorFlow (TF) 
model that can recognize characters of the English alphabet.  
This model is then converted into a compatible lite version in order to be imported into an 
Android application that was developed for this thesis. The user can then capture images through 
the app’s interface by using the phone’s camera, or by using a custom-made and programmed 
smart IoT remote camera (R-CAM) through Bluetooth, to feed into the TensorFlow model and 
present a prediction on the phone’s screen.  
The thesis was completed successfully within the predetermined deadline. Of course, there is 
always room for improvement as determined in the last chapter of this thesis. 
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1. Introduction 
The main reason I chose to do a thesis on this subject is that I believe Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and to an extend Machine Learning (ML) is a matter that will be trendy for many years, as it has 
already been for another many. According to (Chollet, 2017), the concept of AI exists since the 
1950s, when a group of people relative to computer science wondered if computers could be 
made to “think” similarly to the way a human does. 
The future is full of potential for anyone interested in deep learning. The most remarkable thing 
about a neural network is its ability to deal with vast amounts of data and this becomes more 
and more relevant day by day, as we are living in an era of smart sensors being used in numerous 
applications that gather extremely huge amounts of data every moment that passes. While 
traditional computers have trouble dealing with so much data, machine learning becomes more 
efficient as the amount of data grows larger. 
More specifically, this thesis aims to help people obtain a general understanding of the terms of 
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Neural Networks and present the 
complete journey of how we implemented a DL model and used it for a specific task. I hope that 
they can also be inspired and contribute to the community of this field in their own way. 
To begin with, in the 2nd chapter, useful terms of Deep Learning are presented and analyzed so 
that the reader gets a grasp understanding of the practical part that follows. So, in the 3rd chapter, 
the methodology that was followed is presented in order to produce models and use them to 
obtain knowledge from various data. More details about the data and the dataset that was used 
are presented in the 4th chapter. In the 5th chapter, there is a short presentation of the Android 
application graphical interface and how to use it properly. In the 6th chapter, the remote camera 
is introduced showing the bill of materials, the circuit, and the design of it. Moving on, in the 7th 
chapter, I come up with some conclusions and I put a personal opinion about the field of AI and 
how it has affected many fields in life. Finally, in the last chapter, the 8th  one, I refer to problems 
that future researchers may deal with and try to find solutions for, or improve methodologies 
that already are being used. This thesis is concluded with some appendices that include the 
pieces of code that were written. 
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Let me now present the practical objective of this thesis which was the development of an 
Android application that would be able to recognize characters in pictures using a TensorFlow 
model for the processing and the smartphone’s camera as a feeder to the model. To achieve this, 
a lot of effort had to be put into multiple fields, such as: 
i. Deep learning, for understanding theoretical concepts 
ii. Python, for implementing a trained model that would give the expected results 
iii. Java, for implementing the Android application that the user would interact with 
iv. Electronics, for setting up the proper circuit for a remote camera 
v. C/C++, for programming the remote camera to communicate with the Android 
application 
vi. Product design, for designing a suitable enclosure for the circuit of the camera 
vii. 3D printing, for prototyping the enclosure 
That is the synopsis of my journey on this present thesis. To be honest, I had some prior 
experience in most of the fields -even though I am certain that there are always new things to 
learn and gain experience out of them-, except for deep learning and python where I needed to 
spend most of my available time. The biggest challenges were time management and task 
organization and then implementation, as I had to deal with deadlines for both my thesis and my 
full-time job as an engineer.  
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2. Literature Review 
At first, let’s dive into some theoretical parts that are useful and necessary for understanding the 
main principles of deep learning, what kind of neural network model (architecture) was selected, 
and why. 
2.1. Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial intelligence (AI) started back in the 1950s, while engineers were trying to answer the 
question of whether computers could be made to “think”. AI is defined as “the effort to automate 
intellectual tasks normally performed by humans”. In the beginning, AI followed the symbolic AI 
approach, which was a large set of explicit rules set up by programmers for manipulating 
knowledge.  
Although this approach was suitable for well-defined, logical problems, it couldn’t be used for 
more complex problems, such as image classification or speech recognition, which eventually 
lead to the “invention” of the term Machine Learning (Chollet, 2017). 
 
 
Figure 1: Artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning 
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2.2. Machine Learning 
Machine learning appeared when experts tried to answer the question of whether computers 
could go beyond humans knowledge and teach themselves how to approach and solve a specified 
problem. 
In classical programming, humans input the rules and the data to get answers on a specific task. 
With Machine Learning, humans input data as well as the expected answers from the given data, 
and the model comes out with the rule by itself. The objective is then that this model can be 
applied to new data and produce original answers (Chollet, 2017). 
 
Figure 2: Classical Programming vs. Machine Learning 
2.3. Deep Learning 
Deep learning is a mathematical framework for learning representations from data. It comes 
from machine learning, with the difference that the produced model usually consists of many 
successive layers of representations. The number of layers defines the depth of the model. These 
layered representations are learned via models called neural networks (Chollet, 2017). 
As already mentioned above, deep neural networks are notable for having many hidden layers. 
The term “hidden” is used to differentiate these layers from the input and output layers. So we 
have an input layer, an output layer and the rest are the hidden layers. 
2.4. Neural Networks 
Neural networks are interconnected layers of neurons, where there is an input layer on the left 
side, hidden layers in the middle, and the output layer on the right side of the structure. 
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To control the output of the neural network, we need to be able to measure how big is the error 
of the output compared to the expected result. This is the job of the loss function of the network. 
So, the main approach followed in deep learning is to use the value of the error as a feedback 
signal to adjust the value of the weights of the model, so that the error will decrease or minimize. 
This adjustment is made by the optimizer. When the network achieves to minimize the loss, then 
the outputs are as close as they can get to the targets, and the network is considered to be trained 
(Chollet, 2017). 
 
Figure 3: A flow chart of a neural network. 
2.4.1. Loss functions 
A loss function measures how far apart the current output of the model is from that of the desired 
or target output. The model’s goal is to adjust the weights (𝑊) and bias (𝑏) to reduce the error 
that we receive. The most commonly used type of error metric is the Sum of Squared Error (𝑆𝑆𝐸). 
2.4.2. Optimizers 
TensorFlow provides optimizers that slowly change each variable to minimize the 
aforementioned loss function or error. The simplest optimizer is the gradient descent, which 
modifies each variable according to the magnitude of the derivative of loss with respect to that 
variable. It has been observed that optimization happens faster due to switching from Sigmoid 
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to ReLU function. The impact of this algorithmic innovation -change of algorithm- allows code to 
run faster and this allows us to train bigger Neural Networks (NN). 
2.5. Deep learning models 
This section describes and illustrates briefly the most common-used deep learning models. 
2.5.1. Single Layer Perceptron Model (SLP) 
The single-layer perceptron (SLP) model is the simplest form of neural network and more 
advanced models of deep learning are based on this. A typical use of the SLP model is in 
classification problems. 
 
Figure 4: Single layer perceptron network 
The values in the input layer are directly sent to the output layer after they are multiplied by 
weights and a bias is added to the cumulative sum. This sum is then put into an activation 
function, which is simply a function that defines the output. When that output is above or below 
a pre-determined threshold, the final output is determined (Beysolow II, 2017). 
2.5.2. Multilayer perceptron model (MLP) 
Similar to SLP, the multilayer perceptron (MLP) model features multiple layers that are 
interconnected in such a way that they form a feed-forward neural network. Each neuron in one 
layer has directed connections to the neurons of a separate layer.  
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One of the key distinguishing factors in this model and the SLP model is the back-propagation 
algorithm. Back-propagation passes the error calculated from the output layer to the input layer 
such that we can see each layer’s contribution to the error and alter the network accordingly.  
Here, we use a gradient descent algorithm to determine the degree to which the weights should 
change upon each iteration. Gradient descent is simply the derivative of a function such that we 
find a scalar value that points in the direction of the greatest momentum. By subtracting the 
gradient, this leads us to a solution that is more optimal than the one we currently are at until 
we reach a global optimum. 
 
Figure 5: Multilayer perceptron network 
2.5.3. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are models that are most frequently used for image 
processing and computer vision. They are designed in such a way to mimic the structure of the 
animal visual cortex. Specifically, CNNs have neurons arranged in three dimensions: width, 
height, and depth. The neurons in a given layer are only connected to a small region of the prior 
layer. 
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Figure 6: CNN architecture diagram 
2.5.4. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) 
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are models where the connections between units form a 
directed cycle. In particular, a directed cycle is a sequence where the walk along the vertices and 
edges is completely determined by the set of edges used. RNNs are often used for speech and 
handwriting recognition, in any other application where the sequence matters. 
 
 
Figure 7: Recurrent neural network 
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2.6. Layers 
2.6.1. Convolutional layer 
Convolutional layers are the layers where filters are applied to the original image, or to other 
feature maps in a deep CNN. This is where most of the user-specified parameters are in the 
network. The most important parameters are the number of kernels and the size of the kernels 
(Stewart, 2019). 
2.6.2. Activation Function 
The main aim of the activation functions is to map the weighted sum to the output. Activation 
functions such as ReLU, tanh, and sigmoid are examples of transformation functions (Deb, 2019).  
2.6.2.1. Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) layer 
ReLU is an activation function. It only activates a node if the input is above a certain quantity. 
While the input is below zero, the output is zero, but when the input rises above a certain 
threshold, it has a linear relationship with the dependent variable. 
The main reason ReLU is very popular in ML is that it is easily computed and filters out all the 
negative values from the convolution. All the positive values remain the same but all the negative 
values get changed to zero. 
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2.6.2.2. Other activation functions 
 
 
Figure 9: The tanh function graph 
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2.6.3. Pooling layer 
In this layer, we shrink the image stack into a smaller size. Pooling is done after passing through 
the activation layer. The main steps to achieve this are: 
1. We pick a window size, usually 2 or 3 
2. We pick a stride, usually 2 
3. We move our window across our filtered images 
4. From each window, we take the maximum value if we refer to Max Pooling, or the average 
value of the values within the moving window if we refer to Average Pooling 
Among the types of pooling, Max Pooling is the most commonly used (Deb, 2018). 
2.6.4. Loss Layer 
The "loss layer" specifies how training penalizes the deviation between the predicted (output) 
and true labels and is normally the final layer of a neural network. Various loss functions 
appropriate for different tasks may be used. 
Softmax loss is used for predicting a single class of K mutually exclusive classes. Sigmoid cross-
entropy loss is used for predicting K independent probability values in [0,1]. Euclidean loss is used 
for regressing to real-valued labels (−∞⁡, +∞). 
2.6.5. Accuracy 
Accuracy is a metric of success, a value that has a meaning to us and we can understand. This is 
the most common metric being used in Neural Networks and increases as the model’s loss 
decreases. 
2.6.6. Dropout 
Because a fully connected layer occupies most of the parameters, it is prone to overfitting. One 
method to reduce overfitting is dropout. At each training stage, individual nodes are either 
"dropped out" of the net with probability 1-p or kept with probability p, so that a reduced 
network is left; incoming and outgoing edges to a dropped-out node are also removed. Only the 
reduced network is trained on the data in that stage. The removed nodes are then reinserted 
into the network with their original weights. 
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By avoiding training all nodes on all training data, dropout decreases overfitting. The method also 
significantly improves training speed. This makes the model combination practical, even for deep 
neural networks. The technique seems to reduce node interactions, leading them to learn more 
robust features that better generalize to new data (Srivastava et al., 2014). 
2.7. Overfitting vs. Underfitting  
The fundamental issue in machine learning is the tension between optimization and 
generalization. Optimization refers to the process of adjusting a model to get the best 
performance possible on the training data (the learning in machine learning), whereas 
generalization refers to how well the trained model performs on data it has never seen before. 
At the beginning of training, optimization, and generalization are correlated: the lower the loss 
on training data, the lower the loss on test data. While this is happening, your model is said to be 
underfit: there is still progress to be made; the network hasn’t yet modeled all relevant patterns 
in the training data.  
But after a certain number of iterations, called epochs, on the training data, generalization stops 
improving, and validation metrics stall and then begin to degrade: the model is starting to overfit. 
That is, it’s beginning to learn patterns that are specific to the training data but that are 
misleading or irrelevant when it comes to new data. 
To prevent a model from learning misleading or irrelevant patterns found in the training data, 
the best solution is to get more training data. A model trained on more data will naturally 
generalize better (Chollet, 2017). 
2.8. TensorFlow 
TensorFlow is a library based on Python that provides different types of functionality for 
implementing Deep Learning Models. It consists of two terms: Tensor & Flow 
The term tensor refers to the representation of data as a multi-dimensional array, whereas the 
term flow refers to the series of operations that one performs on tensors. 
The overall process of writing a TensorFlow program involves two steps: 
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1. Building a Computational Graph 
2. Running a Computational Graph 
A computation graph is a series of TensorFlow operations arranged as nodes in the graph. Each 
node takes 0 or more tensors as input and produces a tensor as output. 
Now, in order to get the output node, we need to run the computational graph within a session. 
Session places the graph operations onto devices, such as CPUs or GPUs, and provides methods 
to execute them (Deb, 2017). 
2.9. Image Classification 
Image Classification intends to categorize all pixels in a digital image into one of several classes 
or themes. In our case, we have got 26 classes as there are 26 letters in the Latin alphabet and 
we assume predictions for small or capital letters be in the same class. The dataset we are going 
to use is presented with details in [4. Data], and the way it is manipulated is presented in [3.2. 
Download and explore the EMNIST "letters" dataset]. 
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3. Methodology and Models 
The core of this thesis is the TensorFlow model that operates as a “black box”. It is fed with an 
image as an input and it produces a prediction of a character as an output. To achieve the best 
results, we started from a very basic feedforward neural network (APPENDIX C.1.). We trained 
the model so that it could recognize handwritten characters using the EMNIST dataset. 
At this point, our goal was to take a look at the complete procedure of generating a tflite file and 
importing it into the developed Android application to obtain results. We were able to achieve 
about 90% accuracy on our validation dataset. However, when we deployed the model in the 
Android app and tested it, we noticed some accuracy issues. Although the app was able to 
recognize characters, the accuracy is probably way lower than 90%. 
So now, we will explore the cause of the accuracy drop and use data augmentation to improve 
deployment accuracy. Below, python code will be presented in text boxes with a blue 
background, and the results in text boxes with a yellow background. The code run in the Google 
Colab environment. The complete code can be found in APPENDIX C.2. 
3.1. Preparation 
Let's start by importing TensorFlow and other supporting libraries that are used for data 
processing and visualization. 
 
!pip install emnist 
 
import tensorflow as tf 
from tensorflow import keras 
 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
import random 
 
from emnist import extract_training_samples 
 
import sklearn.model_selection as model_selection 
 
print() 
print('TensorFlow version: ', tf.__version__) 
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3.2. Download and explore the EMNIST "letters" dataset 
The EMNIST database contains 124,800 images of handwritten Latin alphabet characters. We will 
use the dataset to train our character classification model. 
Each image in the EMNIST dataset is a 28x28 grayscale image containing a letter from “a/A” to 
“z/Z”, and a label identifying which character is in the image. 
Initially, we download the database and assign the images to the images array, and the labels to 






  Downloading 
https://files.pythonhosted.org/packages/d1/f4/78b24acbef9e8fe976dda700f
16a3606f3b8363b015bc555f8050fbbd8ac/emnist-0.0-py3-none-any.whl 
Requirement already satisfied: requests in 
/usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-packages (from emnist) (2.23.0) 
Requirement already satisfied: numpy in /usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-
packages (from emnist) (1.18.5) 
Requirement already satisfied: tqdm in /usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-
packages (from emnist) (4.41.1) 
Requirement already satisfied: chardet<4,>=3.0.2 in 
/usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-packages (from requests->emnist) (3.0.4) 
Requirement already satisfied: certifi>=2017.4.17 in 
/usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-packages (from requests->emnist) 
(2020.11.8) 
Requirement already satisfied: idna<3,>=2.5 in 
/usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-packages (from requests->emnist) (2.10) 
Requirement already satisfied: urllib3!=1.25.0,!=1.25.1,<1.26,>=1.21.1 
in /usr/local/lib/python3.6/dist-packages (from requests->emnist) 
(1.24.3) 
Installing collected packages: emnist 
 
images, labels = extract_training_samples('letters') 
Downloading emnist.zip: 536MB [00:04, 117MB/s] 
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print('Images shape: ', images.shape) 
print('Labels shape: ', labels.shape) 
 
Images shape:  (124800, 28, 28) 
Labels shape:  (124800,) 
 
unique_values = np.unique(labels) 
num_of_classes = unique_values.size 
print('Unique values in labels: ', unique_values) 
print('Number of classes: ', num_of_classes) 
 
Unique values in labels:  [ 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
 25 26] 
Number of classes:  26 
 
labels2 = np.arange(labels.size) 
for i in range (labels.size): 
  labels2[i] = labels[i]-1 
 
unique_values = np.unique(labels2) 
num_of_classes = unique_values.size 
 
print('Unique values in labels: ', unique_values) 
print('Number of classes: ', num_of_classes) 
 
Unique values in labels:  [ 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
 24 25] 
Number of classes:  26 
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We create a list with all the characters of the Latin alphabet so that the index of each character 
corresponds to a value of the labels list: 
0 = a, 1 = b, etc. 
 
 
3.3. Normalize the input image 
At first, let's see the pixels' value frequency (from most frequent to the least frequent value) of 
all images before normalization: 
 
 
By looking at the result above, we observe that the vast majority of the pixels in the dataset have 
the black color (value = 0). This is something expected. 





freq = images.flatten() 
pd.value_counts(freq) 
 
0      65589889 
254     2595767 
4       1550422 
250     1058679 
2        903710 
         ...    
72         4626 
87         4213 
105        3998 
135        3144 
119        2968 
Length: 256, dtype: int64 
 
# Check that each pixel value is between 0-255 
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Normalize the input image so that each pixel value is between 0-1: 
 
Check that operation was successful: 
 




[  0   1   2   3   4   5   7   8   9  10  16  18  20  21  22  25  32  
33 
  34  35  37  38  39  40  45  46  50  77  79  82  83  84  91  94  95 
100 
 109 110 111 113 114 115 116 123 125 126 127 128 131 140 142 154 157 
159 
 160 163 165 170 172 175 177 184 202 203 204 207 208 214 215 216 217 
218 
 220 221 222 227 232 233 234 235 238 239 240 242 244 245 246 247 248 
249 
 250 251 252 253 254 255] 
 
# Normalize the input image so that each pixel value is between 0 to 1. 
images = images / 255.0 
 
#Check that operation is valid 






print('Pixels are normalized!') 
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Let's now see the pixels' value frequency (from most frequent to the least frequent value) of all 








[0.         0.00392157 0.00784314 0.01176471 0.01568627 0.01960784 
 0.02745098 0.03137255 0.03529412 0.03921569 0.0627451  0.07058824 
 0.07843137 0.08235294 0.08627451 0.09803922 0.1254902  0.12941176 
 0.13333333 0.1372549  0.14509804 0.14901961 0.15294118 0.15686275 
 0.17647059 0.18039216 0.19607843 0.30196078 0.30980392 0.32156863 
 0.3254902  0.32941176 0.35686275 0.36862745 0.37254902 0.39215686 
 0.42745098 0.43137255 0.43529412 0.44313725 0.44705882 0.45098039 
 0.45490196 0.48235294 0.49019608 0.49411765 0.49803922 0.50196078 
 0.51372549 0.54901961 0.55686275 0.60392157 0.61568627 0.62352941 
 0.62745098 0.63921569 0.64705882 0.66666667 0.6745098  0.68627451 
 0.69411765 0.72156863 0.79215686 0.79607843 0.8        0.81176471 
 0.81568627 0.83921569 0.84313725 0.84705882 0.85098039 0.85490196 
 0.8627451  0.86666667 0.87058824 0.89019608 0.90980392 0.91372549 
 0.91764706 0.92156863 0.93333333 0.9372549  0.94117647 0.94901961 
 0.95686275 0.96078431 0.96470588 0.96862745 0.97254902 0.97647059 
 0.98039216 0.98431373 0.98823529 0.99215686 0.99607843 1.        ] 
 
Pixels are normalized! 
 
freq = images.flatten() 
pd.value_counts(freq) 
0.000000    65589889 
0.996078     2595767 
0.015686     1550422 
0.980392     1058679 
0.007843      903710 
              ...    
0.282353        4626 
0.341176        4213 
0.411765        3998 
0.529412        3144 
0.466667        2968 
Length: 256, dtype: int64 
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3.4. Splitting the Dataset (Training, Validation & Test data) 
At first, we split the dataset into 90% Train and 10% Test data: 
 
Then, we split the Train data from above to 90% Train and 10% Validation data: 
 





#Split IMAGES/LABELS to TRAIN - TEST: 90%-10% 
train_images, test_images, train_labels, test_labels = model_selection.
train_test_split(images, labels2, train_size=0.9, test_size=0.1, random
_state=0) 
 
#Split train_images/train_labels to TRAIN - VALIDATE: 90%-10% 
train_images, val_images, train_labels, val_labels = model_selection.tr
ain_test_split(train_images, train_labels, train_size=0.9, test_size=0.
1, random_state=0) 
print('Dataset is split into Train, Validation and Test data:') 
print() 
print("train_images: ", train_images.shape) 
print("train_labels: ", train_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("val_images: ", val_images.shape) 
print("val_labels: ", val_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("test_images: ", test_images.shape) 
print("test_labels: ", test_labels.shape) 
 
Dataset is split into Train, Validation, and Test data: 
 
train_images:  (101088, 28, 28) 
train_labels:  (101088,) 
 
val_images:  (11232, 28, 28) 
val_labels:  (11232,) 
 
test_images:  (12480, 28, 28) 
test_labels:  (12480,) 
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Add a color dimension to the images in Train, Validation, and Test dataset to leverage Keras's 
data augmentation utilities later: 
 
Show the final shape of each array: 
 
 
Show the first 25 images in the training dataset: 
 
# Add a color dimension to the images in "train", "validate" and "test"
 dataset to leverage Keras's data augmentation utilities later. 
train_images = np.expand_dims(train_images, axis=3) 
val_images = np.expand_dims(val_images, axis=3) 
test_images = np.expand_dims(test_images, axis=3) 
print("train_images: ", train_images.shape) 
print("train_labels: ", train_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("val_images: ", val_images.shape) 
print("val_labels: ", val_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("test_images: ", test_images.shape) 
print("test_labels: ", test_labels.shape) 
 
train_images:  (101088, 28, 28, 1) 
train_labels:  (101088,) 
 
val_images:  (11232, 28, 28, 1) 
val_labels:  (11232,) 
 
test_images:  (12480, 28, 28, 1) 
test_labels:  (12480,) 
 
# Show the first 25 images in the training dataset. 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
  plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
  plt.xticks([]) 
  plt.yticks([]) 
  plt.grid(False) 
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Figure 11: The first 25 images with their labels in the training dataset after assigning the numbered labels into the 
respective letter from the Latin alphabet 
 
3.5. Train a TensorFlow model to classify character images 
Next, we use Keras API to build a TensorFlow model and train it on the EMNIST "train" dataset. 
After training, our model will be able to classify the character images. 
Our model takes a [28px] by [28px] grayscale image as an input and outputs a float array of length 
26 representing the probability of the image being a character from a/A to z/Z. 
Here we use a simple convolutional neural network (CNN), which is a common technique in 
computer vision. We define a utility function so that we can create quickly create multiple models 
with the same model architecture for comparison: 
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  model = keras.Sequential([ 
    keras.layers.InputLayer(input_shape=(28, 28, 1)), 
    keras.layers.Conv2D(filters=32, kernel_size=(3, 3), activation=tf.n
n.relu), 
    keras.layers.Conv2D(filters=64, kernel_size=(3, 3), activation=tf.n
n.relu), 
    keras.layers.MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2)), 
    keras.layers.Dropout(0.25), 
    keras.layers.Flatten(), 
    keras.layers.Dense(128, activation=tf.nn.relu), 
    keras.layers.Dense(64, activation=tf.nn.relu), 
    keras.layers.Dense(26, activation=tf.nn.softmax) 
  ]) 
  model.summary() 
  model.compile(optimizer='adam', 
                loss='sparse_categorical_crossentropy', 
                metrics=['accuracy']) 
  return model 
 
base_model = create_model() 
Model: "sequential" 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #    
================================================================= 
conv2d (Conv2D)              (None, 26, 26, 32)        320        
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_1 (Conv2D)            (None, 24, 24, 64)        18496      
_________________________________________________________________ 
max_pooling2d (MaxPooling2D) (None, 12, 12, 64)        0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dropout (Dropout)            (None, 12, 12, 64)        0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
flatten (Flatten)            (None, 9216)              0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense (Dense)                (None, 128)               1179776    
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_1 (Dense)              (None, 64)                8256       
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_2 (Dense)              (None, 26)                1690       
================================================================= 
Total params: 1,208,538 
Trainable params: 1,208,538 
Non-trainable params: 0 
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history = base_model.fit( 
    train_images, 
    train_labels, 
    epochs=5, 
    #batch_size=128, 




3159/3159 [==============================] - 10s 3ms/step - loss: 
0.4726 - accuracy: 0.8520 - val_loss: 0.2899 - val_accuracy: 0.9050 
Epoch 2/5 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 10s 3ms/step - loss: 
0.2490 - accuracy: 0.9173 - val_loss: 0.2326 - val_accuracy: 0.9244 
Epoch 3/5 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 10s 3ms/step - loss: 
0.1978 - accuracy: 0.9319 - val_loss: 0.2143 - val_accuracy: 0.9278 
Epoch 4/5 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 10s 3ms/step - loss: 
0.1656 - accuracy: 0.9410 - val_loss: 0.2178 - val_accuracy: 0.9268 
Epoch 5/5 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 10s 3ms/step - loss: 
0.1427 - accuracy: 0.9483 - val_loss: 0.2139 - val_accuracy: 0.9308 
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Below, we may see the model's Loss and Accuracy plots: 
 
 
acc = history.history['accuracy'] 
val_acc = history.history['val_accuracy'] 
loss = history.history['loss'] 
val_loss = history.history['val_loss'] 
epochs = range(1,len(acc)+1) 
 







plt.legend(['train_loss', 'val_loss', 'train_loss_128', 'val_loss_128',
 'train_loss_512', 'val_loss_512']) 
fig1.savefig('base-model-loss.png') 
 







plt.legend(['train_accuracy', 'val_accuracy', 'train_accuracy_128', 'va
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Figure 12: Basic model Loss graph for 5 epochs 
 
 
Figure 13: Basic model Accuracy graph for 5 epochs 
 
We observe that the model's accuracy on the training data reaches 95% after 5 epochs, and the 
accuracy of the model on the validation data is around 93%. 
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We observe that the model's accuracy on the test data is around 93%. 
In practice though, the accuracy is much smaller and many times leads to false results. A possible 
explanation for this could be that the captured image that is fed in the model is not as perfectly 
centered as the train data of the model and that in general, there are distortions of the characters 
due to the process of capturing the image. Let's see how we can deal with this issue and try to 
improve the results. 
3.6. Troubleshoot the accuracy drop 
Let's see the character images in EMNIST again and guess the cause of the accuracy drop we 
experienced in deployment. 
 
 
390/390 [==============================] - 1s 2ms/step - loss: 0.2263 - 
accuracy: 0.9280 
[0.22630873322486877, 0.928044855594635] 
# Show the first 25 images in the training dataset. 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
  plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
  plt.xticks([]) 
  plt.yticks([]) 
  plt.grid(False) 
  plt.imshow(np.squeeze(train_images[i], axis=2), cmap=plt.cm.gray) 
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Figure 14: The first 25 images with their labels in the training dataset 
 
We can see from the 25 images above in Figure 14 that the digits are about the same size, and 
they are in the center of the images. Let's verify if this assumption is true across the EMNIST 
dataset. 
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#copy so that train_images array remains unchanged even if train_images
_borders is modified 
train_images_borders = (np.squeeze(train_images, axis=3)).copy() 
print(train_images_borders.shape) 
 
# An utility function that returns where the character is in the image. 
def digit_area(emnist_image, cc): 
  # Remove the color axes 
  emnist_image = np.squeeze(emnist_image, axis=2) 
 
  # Extract the list of columns that contain at least 1 pixel from the 
character 
  x_nonzero = np.nonzero(np.amax(emnist_image, 0)) 
  x_min = np.min(x_nonzero) 
  x_max = np.max(x_nonzero) 
 
  # Extract the list of rows that contain at least 1 pixel from the cha
racter 
  y_nonzero = np.nonzero(np.amax(emnist_image, 1)) 
  y_min = np.min(y_nonzero) 
  y_max = np.max(y_nonzero) 
 
  train_images_borders[cc,:,x_min] = 1 
  train_images_borders[cc,:,x_max] = 1 
  train_images_borders[cc,y_min,:] = 1 
  train_images_borders[cc,y_max,:] = 1 
 
  return [x_min, x_max, y_min, y_max] 
 
# Calculate the area containing the character across EMNIST dataset 
digit_area_rows = [] 
counter = 0 
for image in train_images: 
  digit_area_row = digit_area(image, counter) 
  digit_area_rows.append(digit_area_row) 
  counter+=1 
 
digit_area_df = pd.DataFrame( 
  digit_area_rows, 














(101088, 28, 28) 
array([[<matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot object at 0x7f8560436b00>, 
        <matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot object at 0x7f8575f402b0>], 
       [<matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot object at 0x7f8575c8fba8>, 
        <matplotlib.axes._subplots.AxesSubplot object at 
0x7f8575d2a320>]], 
      dtype=object) 
 
# Show the first 25 images in the training dataset with the character b
orders. 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
  plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
  plt.xticks([]) 
  plt.yticks([]) 
  plt.grid(False) 
  plt.imshow(train_images_borders[i], cmap=plt.cm.gray) 
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Figure 16: The first 25 images with their labels in the training dataset showing the outer borders of each character 
 
Now from the histogram in Figure 15 and a sample of the 25 first images of the dataset including 
the character's borders as shown in Figure 16, you can confirm that the characters in EMNIST 
images are fitted nicely in a certain area at the center of the images. 
However, when I wrote characters and captured them with the Android app, I probably did not 
pay attention to make sure my character fits in the area that the characters appear in the EMNIST 
dataset. The deep learning model has not seen such data before so it performed poorly, 
especially when I captured a character that was off the center of the image canvas. 
Let's add some data augmentation to the EMNIST dataset to verify if our assumption is true. We 
will distort our EMNIST dataset by adding: 
• Rotation 









Let's see what our character images look like after augmentation. You can see that we now clearly 
have much more variation on how the characters are placed in the images. 
 
 
# Define data augmentation 
datagen = keras.preprocessing.image.ImageDataGenerator( 
  rotation_range=30, 
  width_shift_range=0.25, 
  height_shift_range=0.25, 
  shear_range=0.25, 
  zoom_range=0.2 
) 
 
# Generate augmented data from EMNIST dataset 
train_generator = datagen.flow(train_images, train_labels) 
test_generator = datagen.flow(test_images, test_labels) 
val_generator = datagen.flow(val_images, val_labels) 
 
# Sizes 
augmented_train_images, augmented_train_labels = next(train_generator) 
augmented_val_images, augmented_val_labels = next(val_generator) 





(32, 28, 28, 1) 
(32, 28, 28, 1) 
(32, 28, 28, 1) 
augmented_images, augmented_labels = next(train_generator) 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
    plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
    plt.xticks([]) 
    plt.yticks([]) 
    plt.grid(False) 
    plt.imshow(np.squeeze(augmented_images[i], axis=2), cmap=plt.cm.gra
y) 
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Figure 17: 25 sample images with their labels after data augmentation 
 
Let's evaluate the character classifier model that we trained earlier on this augmented test 
dataset and see if it makes an accuracy drop. 
 
 
You can see that accuracy significantly dropped to below 32% in the augmented test dataset. 
  
base_model.evaluate(test_generator) 
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3.7. Improve accuracy with data augmentation 
Now let's train our model using the augmented dataset to make it perform better in deployment. 
 
 
improved_model = create_model() 
history = improved_model.fit( 
    train_generator,  
    epochs=15, 
    #batch_size=128, 




Layer (type)                 Output Shape              Param #    
================================================================= 
conv2d_2 (Conv2D)            (None, 26, 26, 32)        320        
_________________________________________________________________ 
conv2d_3 (Conv2D)            (None, 24, 24, 64)        18496      
_________________________________________________________________ 
max_pooling2d_1 (MaxPooling2 (None, 12, 12, 64)        0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dropout_1 (Dropout)          (None, 12, 12, 64)        0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
flatten_1 (Flatten)          (None, 9216)              0          
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_3 (Dense)              (None, 128)               1179776    
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_4 (Dense)              (None, 64)                8256       
_________________________________________________________________ 
dense_5 (Dense)              (None, 26)                1690       
================================================================= 
Total params: 1,208,538 
Trainable params: 1,208,538 
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We can see that as the model saw more distorted character images during training, its accuracy 
evaluated distorted test character images were significantly improved to about 85%. 
 
Epoch 1/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
1.4819 - accuracy: 0.5463 - val_loss: 0.9462 - val_accuracy: 0.7028 
Epoch 2/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.8577 - accuracy: 0.7288 - val_loss: 0.7477 - val_accuracy: 0.7596 
Epoch 3/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.7087 - accuracy: 0.7738 - val_loss: 0.6322 - val_accuracy: 0.7962 
Epoch 4/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.6398 - accuracy: 0.7945 - val_loss: 0.5955 - val_accuracy: 0.8110 
Epoch 5/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.5942 - accuracy: 0.8084 - val_loss: 0.5755 - val_accuracy: 0.8101 
Epoch 6/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.5655 - accuracy: 0.8178 - val_loss: 0.5377 - val_accuracy: 0.8252 
Epoch 7/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 36s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.5444 - accuracy: 0.8256 - val_loss: 0.4927 - val_accuracy: 0.8404 
Epoch 8/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.5234 - accuracy: 0.8307 - val_loss: 0.4617 - val_accuracy: 0.8513 
Epoch 9/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 36s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.5092 - accuracy: 0.8343 - val_loss: 0.4932 - val_accuracy: 0.8370 
Epoch 10/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.4956 - accuracy: 0.8393 - val_loss: 0.4416 - val_accuracy: 0.8540 
Epoch 11/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 36s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.4825 - accuracy: 0.8421 - val_loss: 0.4256 - val_accuracy: 0.8608 
Epoch 12/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 36s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.4751 - accuracy: 0.8452 - val_loss: 0.4404 - val_accuracy: 0.8587 
Epoch 13/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 36s 11ms/step - loss: 
0.4610 - accuracy: 0.8495 - val_loss: 0.4420 - val_accuracy: 0.8574 
Epoch 14/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 37s 12ms/step - loss: 
0.4583 - accuracy: 0.8507 - val_loss: 0.4222 - val_accuracy: 0.8609 
Epoch 15/15 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 36s 11ms/step - loss: 
0.4497 - accuracy: 0.8534 - val_loss: 0.4301 - val_accuracy: 0.8584 
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Figure 18: Improved model with data augmentation Loss graph for 15 epochs 
acc = history.history['accuracy'] 
val_acc = history.history['val_accuracy'] 
loss = history.history['loss'] 
val_loss = history.history['val_loss'] 
epochs = range(1,len(acc)+1) 
 






plt.legend(['train loss', 'val loss']) 
fig1.savefig('improved-model-loss.png') 
 






plt.legend(['train accuracy', 'val accuracy']) 
fig2.savefig('improved-model-acc.png') 
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Figure 19: Improved model with data augmentation Accuracy graph for 15 epochs 
 
Let’s now define what the training, validation, and test set are to make things more clear: 
• Training set: A set of examples used for learning, that is to fit the parameters of the 
classifier. 
• Validation set: A set of examples used to tune the parameters of a classifier, during the 
process of training, and after each epoch has been completed. 
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# Evaluate the model on the training/validation/test data using `evalua
te` 
# batch_size when not declared is 32 by default 
print("Evaluate on training data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(train_images, train_labels) 
print() 
print("Train Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Train Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on validation data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(val_images, val_labels) 
print() 
print("Validation Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Validation Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on test data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(test_images, test_labels) 
print() 
print("Test Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Test Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
Evaluate on training data: 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 7s 2ms/step - loss: 0.3075 
- accuracy: 0.8963 
 
Train Loss: 0.31 
Train Accuracy: 89.63 % 
 
Evaluate on validation data: 
351/351 [==============================] - 1s 2ms/step - loss: 0.3176 - 
accuracy: 0.8929 
 
Validation Loss: 0.32 
Validation Accuracy: 89.29 % 
 
Evaluate on test data: 
390/390 [==============================] - 1s 2ms/step - loss: 0.3273 - 
accuracy: 0.8947 
 
Test Loss: 0.33 
Test Accuracy: 89.47 % 
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Results summary on augmented data: 
 
 
# Evaluate the model on the training/validation/test data using `evalua
te` 
# batch_size when not declared is 32 by default 
print("Evaluate on training data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(train_generator) 
print() 
print("Train Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Train Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on validation data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(val_generator) 
print() 
print("Validation Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Validation Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on test data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(test_generator) 
print() 
print("Test Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Test Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
Evaluate on training data: 
3159/3159 [==============================] - 30s 9ms/step - loss: 
0.4249 - accuracy: 0.8589 
 
Train Loss: 0.42 
Train Accuracy: 85.89 % 
 
Evaluate on validation data: 
351/351 [==============================] - 3s 9ms/step - loss: 0.4381 - 
accuracy: 0.8567 
 
Validation Loss: 0.44 
Validation Accuracy: 85.67 % 
 
Evaluate on test data: 
390/390 [==============================] - 4s 9ms/step - loss: 0.4324 - 
accuracy: 0.8595 
 
Test Loss: 0.43 
Test Accuracy: 85.95 % 
 
 






# Generate predictions (probabilities -- the output of the last layer) 
# on new data using `predict` 
print("Generate predictions for 100 samples") 
predictions = improved_model.predict(test_images[:100]) 
print("predictions shape:", predictions.shape) 
#index of max probability for each sample 
predicted = np.argmax(predictions, 1) #axis: 0 -> sample, axis:1 -
> prediction 
#Show 1st prediction 
print("Prediction on 1st element:", class_names[predicted[0]]) 
Generate predictions for 100 samples 
predictions shape: (100, 26) 
Prediction on 1st element: x 
#Plot 100 samples (predicted vs. expected) 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(14,16)) 
#fig.suptitle('Predicted / Expected', fontsize=20) 
for i in range(100): 
    plt.subplot(10,10,i+1) 
    plt.xticks([]) 
    plt.yticks([]) 
    plt.grid(False) 
    #xlabel: expected value 
    plt.xlabel(str(class_names[predicted[i]])+' / '+str(class_names[tes
t_labels[i]])) 
    #ylabel: predicted value 
    #plt.ylabel(class_names[predicted[i]]) 
    #show wrong predictions 
    if test_labels[i] == predicted[i]: 
      style = plt.cm.binary 
    else: 
      style = plt.cm.OrRd_r 
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Figure 20: 100 sample predictions with their respective expected value for comparison 
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3.9. Convert to TensorFlow Lite 




Figure 21: A visualization of the suggested improved model using: http://alexlenail.me/NN-SVG/AlexNet.html 
# Convert Keras model to TF Lite format and quantize. 
converter = tf.lite.TFLiteConverter.from_keras_model(improved_model) 
converter.optimizations = [tf.lite.Optimize.DEFAULT] 
tflite_quantized_model = converter.convert() 
 
# Save the quantized model to file to the Downloads directory 




# Download the character classification model 





Model.state_updates (from tensorflow.python.keras.engine.training) is 
deprecated and will be removed in a future version. 
Instructions for updating: 




Layer.updates (from tensorflow.python.keras.engine.base_layer) is 
deprecated and will be removed in a future version. 
Instructions for updating: 
This property should not be used in TensorFlow 2.0, as updates are 
applied automatically. 
INFO:tensorflow:Assets written to: /tmp/tmpv27gfrit/assets 
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4. Data 
For the training process of the two models, the simple feedforward one and the CNN one, we 
used as mentioned above the EMNIST dataset. The EMNIST dataset is a set of handwritten 
character digits derived from the NIST Special Database 19, as mentioned in the official site 
(https://www.nist.gov/itl/products-and-services/emnist-dataset), and converted to a 28x28 
pixel image format and dataset structure that directly matches the MNIST dataset.  
4.1. Dataset Summary 
There are six different splits provided in this dataset. A summary of the dataset is provided in 
Table 1 below: 
Table 1: EMNIST dataset categories 
Name Characters Classes 
EMNIST ByClass 814,255 62 unbalanced 
EMNIST ByMerge 814,255 47 unbalanced 
EMNIST Balanced 131,600 47 balanced 
EMNIST Letters 145,600 26 balanced 
EMNIST Digits 280,000 10 balanced 
EMNIST MNIST 70,000 10 balanced 
 
The full complement of the NIST Special Database 19 is available in the ByClass and ByMerge 
splits. The EMNIST Balanced dataset contains a set of characters with an equal number of samples 
per class. The EMNIST Letters dataset merges a balanced set of the uppercase and lowercase 
letters into a single 26-class task. The EMNIST Digits and EMNIST MNIST dataset provide balanced 
handwritten digit datasets directly compatible with the original MNIST dataset. 
Our model was trained on the EMNIST Letters dataset with the 145,600 characters representing 
26 balanced classes.  
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5. Android application 
As mentioned already, the android application, let’s call it TF6, was developed to be used as the 
medium that gathers all the necessary information; from capturing the photo to predicting the 
result on the screen. A logical operation flowchart of the application is presented in Figure 22 
below. The android application was developed in the Android Studio IDE, and the code was 
written in JAVA language and can be found in APPENDIX B. 
 
Figure 22: Android application's logical operation flowchart 
When the application is executed, a screen as shown in Figure 23 is displayed. The user may 
follow the flowchart above in order to use the application as desired. The initial screen is also the 
idle state of the app. The user can then select between two modes by tapping on the toggle 
button on the top of the screen: 
1. PHONE’s mode, to use the phone’s camera to capture a photo 
2. BT-CAM’s mode, to connect to the remote camera (R-CAM) through Bluetooth and 
capture a photo 
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5.1. PHONE’s mode 
Every time the app starts, the phone’s mode is selected by default. This means that when the 
user taps on the “Capture Image” button, the camera of the phone starts, and the user can 
capture a photo. Then, the user is required to confirm the photo to proceed as shown in Figure 
24. Otherwise, an error message will be displayed on the screen and the app will return to the 
initial activity. 
               
 
Moving on, the photo is loaded into the Captured IMG frame, showing its original size and 
resolution in pixels below the frame. The captured image is then automatically converted into a 
specific format that is only accepted by the TensorFlow Lite model. This format requires a resized 
image of 28x28 pixels, greyscale, and centered in the frame. After this conversion is complete in 
Figure 24: Captured image before confirmation 
 
Figure 23: Initial screen - Idle state 
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the background, the final image is displayed in the Converted IMG frame, again with the size and 
the resolution underneath.  
The final step comes with the user tapping on the “Detect Text” button. The results that are now 
displayed on the screen show the probability for each character of the Latin alphabet to match 
the one in the captured image. The final prediction is the character with the greater probability. 
The final step is presented visually in Figure 25. 
 
 
Figure 25: Loading captured photo and presenting the results of the prediction 
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In case, the user did not capture the image as intended and the orientation is wrong, the user 
can rotate the image to the Left or Right by long-tapping on it as shown in Figure 26. 
 
 
Figure 26: Rotation capability by long-tapping on the captured photo to fix the orientation before predicting 
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5.2. BT-CAM mode 
To enable this mode the user needs to tap on the toggle switch. When this happens, a button 
appears on the top right area of the screen with all the available/previously paired Bluetooth 
devices.  
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To successfully connect to the R-CAM through the android app, the user needs to have already 
paired the camera to the phone before, so that the camera is on the phone’s known Bluetooth 
devices list. When the user taps on the devices' button a new activity is displayed on the screen 
as shown in Figure 28, and the user is expected to select a device. In our case, this device is named 
“ESP32”. 
 
Figure 28: Known Bluetooth devices list with their respective MAC-Addresses 
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When the user taps on the device, a Bluetooth communication socket is started, and the phone 
tries to connect to the R-CAM as shown in Figure 30. If the connection is successful the status bar 
with the Bluetooth device information is turned from grey into green-blue color as shown in 
Figure 31. Two new buttons appear then on the screen, as shown in Figure 29: 
1. The flash button, that enables or disables the flashlight of R-CAM while capturing a photo 
2. The Bluetooth connection button, that starts or ends the Bluetooth connection 
 




Figure 29: Connecting to device  
through Bluetooth 
Figure 31: Flashlight enabled Figure 30: Connection established 
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The procedure that follows in order to come up with a prediction is the same as in the phone’s 
mode. An example prediction is shown below in Figure 32. 
 
 
Figure 32: Results and prediction in BT-CAM mode 
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6. Smart remote camera R-CAM 
This chapter presents all the information needed, in order for someone to make the R-CAM 
device. This device may not be very useful for this project, as capturing individual characters with 
this remote camera is not very easy, but introduces a concept that could be used in other 
applications, such as measuring the number of people in a room, or recognizing road signs and 
many more. The code is presented in APPENDIX A. 
6.1. Bill of Materials (BOM) 
For the implementation of the R-CAM, the components presented in Table 2 will be required, 
with an approximate total cost of 15€. 
Table 2: Bill of materials 
# Component Quantity Price (€) 
1 FTDI USB to Serial Converter 1 3 
2 ESP32-CAM 1 10 
3 Slide switch 1 0.50 
4 Jumper wires 6 1 
TOTAL 14.5 
 
Note: The prices are approximate after online research as of 14/12/2020 and depend on the 
vendor selection. 
6.2. Electronics Circuit 
A schematic of the circuit was implemented using the open-source software fritzing as can be 
seen below. The fritzing software can be downloaded from the official website: 
https://fritzing.org/download/, but as of December of 2019 is not free of charge. 
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Figure 33: The schematic of the circuit of the R-CAM 
In Table 3 below, you can see the required connections among the parts: 
Table 3: Circuit connections 
FTDI ESP32-CAM Switch 
GND GND - 
VCC 5V - 
TXD UOR - 
RXD UOT - 
- GPIO0 PIN 1 
- GND PIN 2 
6.2.1. ESP32-CAM 
The main module of the R-CAM is the ESP32-CAM module, with an OV2640 camera lens chip 
attached to it. This module is able of connecting to wifi networks, a feature that is not needed in 
this specific project, and to Bluetooth devices as well. This Bluetooth feature is what we use for 
the communication of the camera with the mobile phone. A requirement for the connection is 
that the Android Phone should pair with the device outside the GUI of the application. 
6.2.2. FTDI USB to Serial Module 
This module is required for two reasons. The first reason is to power up the ESP32-CAM module 
and thus the R-CAM itself through the USB interface. Depending on the model of the FTDI 
module, a mini, micro, or type-C USB cable may be required. The source of power can be either 
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a USB port of any device (pc, laptop, smartphone), an adapter socket, or preferably a power bank. 
Note here that the device’s input should be at 5V. 
The second reason for using this module is for downloading the code or any firmware updates 
through Serial Communication. 
6.2.3. Switch 
Surprisingly, this is not a power-switch rather than a mode selection switch. There are two 
modes: 
• Normal operation mode 
• Development mode 
In order for the R-CAM to get into development mode, and thus be able to download code and 
update the firmware, the switch should be in the position where it connects the GPIO0 to GND. 
Every time a mode is selected, the R-CAM should be manually restarted. 
6.3. Enclosure 
6.3.1. 3D Design 
The enclosure of the device was designed in the Autodesk Fusion 360 software 
(https://www.autodesk.com/products/fusion-360/overview). To achieve the best accuracy and 
make sure the circuit components fit in, I initially 3D modeled the components measuring all 
required dimensions, and then I enclosed everything in a fancy small box. Below, in Figure 1Figure 
34, you may see several views of the 3D model of the device. 
 
Figure 34: Several views of the camera’s 3D model 
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6.3.2. Photos 
This is a presentation of the actual photos of the device. The enclosure was 3D printed in a PRUSA 
i3 MK3S using PLA filament. 
 
Figure 35: Several photos of the R-CAM camera 
6.4. Smartphone – R-CAM communication 
To achieve the objective of capturing images remotely through the Android application’s 
interface, a smart device was designed for that purpose. The device connects to the smartphone 
using classic Bluetooth serial communication and listens to predefined commands with specific 
IDs. A summary of all supported commands are presented in Table 4. 
Table 4: R-CAM supported commands 





1 Flash state OFF $01 #01 
2 Flash state ON $02 #02 
3 Size of the photo  #03 
4 Capture photo $04 #04 
5 Format SPIFFS $98 #98 
6 Restart R-CAM $99 #99 
7 Unknown command $00 #00 
 
As the communication is serial, code messages are used to separate one command from another, 
and so the data to be transferred for each command. So, when the user presses a button through 
the Android application, that concerns the functionality of the R-CAM, the respective code 
message is sent to the R-CAM. If the code message is recognizable by the R-CAM, it is going to 
return the code message back to the app while flashing shortly the internal LED, so that the user 
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knows the message was delivered successfully, and then run the command. If the command is 
not recognizable, then it would return an error code message.  
Of course, some cases like “Format SPIFFS” or “Restart R-CAM” are never executed, as they are 
not necessary for the usual functionality of the app, and so they are not accessible through the 
Android application’s interface, but they can manually be executed by typing their code message 
in the application’s terminal. 
To enter the app’s terminal, the user is required to be running the app on the BT-CAM mode and 
tap anywhere on the Status Bar with all the information of the Bluetooth device as long as it is 
connected to it. 
 
Figure 36: Android app's Terminal Activity  
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7. Conclusion 
To conclude, Deep Learning is a growing field that has gained prominence in the last decade or 
so, and as it seems it will continue to be a growing field, especially now that an enormous amount 
of data is available and accessible by anyone. 
This thesis may have focused on a specific application, the character recognition in captured 
images, but this is just a tiny representation of what this field has to offer to the world. My 
objective is not just presenting this specific project, but introducing the reader --and myself 
through this journey-- to Deep Learning in general, and inspire him/her to extend their 
knowledge on the field. To achieve this, I combined multiple skills from different fields like 
programming, electronics, design, and prototyping to end up with a complete product. This 
product is the result of combining all the aforementioned tools and could be used in other 
applications that are related to computer vision. 
In my opinion, when AI reaches a specific level of acceptance by society, and when computing 
power exceeds some limitations that exist today, it will be up to legislation and people, how this 
extremely powerful tool will be used. And as this will be a very powerful tool, it is going to change 
the way we perceive and have accepted the world as it is today. And this is happening already in 
multiple areas such as law, medicine, engineering, and biology by solving problems that existed 
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8. For future implementation 
Of course, the project can be extended to be more generic, by using the same hardware and 
modifying the Android application, we could import multiple TF models and use them 
accordingly. 
Below, we present some features or tasks that could be implemented in the future based on the 
present project: 
• Include an activity in the Android application where the user can manually set all 
configurations of the remote camera 
• Crop item on the context menu, so that you can target a character after the photo has 
been captured 
• More versatile app, so that can load multiple tflite models from the memory of the phone 
• Multiple characters (aka text in general) recognizable from the camera 
• Instant text recognition, on the screen of the phone 
• Rectangle borderline around text on live view 
• Be able to load an image from the memory and run the model 
8.1. Known bugs in the Android application 
• Sometimes, it does not produce BITMAP and an error occurs, as presented in the Android 
Studio system log: D/skia: --- Failed to create image decoder with message 
'unimplemented' 
• When ESP32-CAM restarts or disconnects, android GUI does not update (shows still 
connected) 
• Sometimes images captured from ESP32 CAM appear corrupted and an error occurs: 
D/skia: libjpeg error 105 <  Ss=0, Se=63, Ah=0, Al=0> from Incomplete image data 
• In the terminal, there is a delay when the user sends a command through the cmd edit 
text, and so the response of the command does not appear on the screen in real-time, 
but on the next button press 
• Fix the issue with false results on predictions  
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APPENDIX 
A. R-CAM Code 
The code presented below was written in C++ and can be compiled and downloaded to the 
ESP32-CAM board using the Arduino IDE. 
• The camera’s code can be downloaded by following this link below: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15HgBpcc6Vu_JcB0E77AdoaE2SdRvT_wu/view?usp=sha
ring 









#include "soc/soc.h"           // Disable brownour problems 





#if !defined(CONFIG_BT_ENABLED) || !defined(CONFIG_BLUEDROID_ENABLED) 
#error Bluetooth is not enabled! Please run `make menuconfig` to and enable it 
#endif 
//============================================================ 
// Photo File Name to save in SPIFFS 
#define FILE_PHOTO "/photo.jpg" 
//============================================================ 
// OV2640 camera module pins (CAMERA_MODEL_AI_THINKER) 
#define PWDN_GPIO_NUM     32 
#define RESET_GPIO_NUM    -1 
#define XCLK_GPIO_NUM      0 
#define SIOD_GPIO_NUM     26 
#define SIOC_GPIO_NUM     27 
#define Y9_GPIO_NUM       35 
#define Y8_GPIO_NUM       34 
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#define Y7_GPIO_NUM       39 
#define Y6_GPIO_NUM       36 
#define Y5_GPIO_NUM       21 
#define Y4_GPIO_NUM       19 
#define Y3_GPIO_NUM       18 
#define Y2_GPIO_NUM        5 
#define VSYNC_GPIO_NUM    25 
#define HREF_GPIO_NUM     23 
#define PCLK_GPIO_NUM     22 
//============================================================ 
#if !defined(CONFIG_BT_ENABLED) || !defined(CONFIG_BLUEDROID_ENABLED) 
#error Bluetooth is not enabled! Please run `make menuconfig` to and enable it 
#endif 
//============================================================ 
// Keep track of number of pictures 
unsigned int pictureNumber = 0; 
 
//Stores the camera configuration parameters 
camera_config_t config; 
 
//Bluetooth serial connection 
BluetoothSerial SerialBT; 
 
// GPIO where LED is connected to 
const int ledPin = 4; 
const int ledBT = 33; 
 
// Handle received and sent messages 




boolean flashStatus = false; 
 
//Photo size 




unsigned int fbLen1; 
 
//Bluetooth messages codes 
String btCode = "#00"; 
/* # + code 
   00 = default - no action 
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   01 = flash off 
   02 = flash on 
   03 = photo size 
   04 = capturing 
   05 = exposure value [for example] 
*/ 
//============================================================ 
//Status of connection with client 
void callback(esp_spp_cb_event_t event, esp_spp_cb_param_t *param) { 
  if (event == ESP_SPP_SRV_OPEN_EVT) { 
    digitalWrite(ledBT, LOW); //inverted logic 
    flashing(2,50); 
    Serial.println("Client connected"); 
  } 
 
  if (event == ESP_SPP_CLOSE_EVT ) { 
    digitalWrite(ledBT, HIGH); //inverted logic 
    flashing(1,100); 
    Serial.println("Client disconnected"); 
  } 
} 
//============================================================ 
void setup() { 
  //pinMode initialization 
  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT); 
  pinMode(ledBT, OUTPUT); 
 
  //pin state initialization 
  pinMode(ledPin, LOW); 
  digitalWrite(ledBT, HIGH); //inverted logic 
 
  // Serial port for debugging purposes 
  Serial.begin(115200); 
 
  if (!SPIFFS.begin(true)) { 
    Serial.println("An Error has occurred while mounting SPIFFS"); 
    ESP.restart(); 
  } 
  else { 
    delay(500); 
    Serial.println("SPIFFS mounted successfully"); 
    //SPIFFS.format(); 
    listDir(SPIFFS, "/", 0); 
  } 
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  //Bluetooth connection 
  SerialBT.register_callback(callback); 
 
  if (!SerialBT.begin("ESP32")) { 
    Serial.println("An error occurred initializing Bluetooth"); 
  } else { 
    Serial.println("Bluetooth initialized"); 
  } 
 
  // Turn-off the 'brownout detector' 
  WRITE_PERI_REG(RTC_CNTL_BROWN_OUT_REG, 0); 
 
  // OV2640 camera module 
  configInitCamera(); 
 
  //flashing 
  flashing(3, 50); 
} 
//============================================================ 
void loop() { 
  // Read received messages (control command) 
  if (SerialBT.available()) { 
    btCode = "#0"; 
    char incomingChar = SerialBT.read(); 
    if (incomingChar != '\n') { 
      message += String(incomingChar); 
    } 
    else { 
      message = ""; 
    } 
    Serial.write(incomingChar); 
  } 
 
  // Check received message and control output accordingly 
  //============= 
  //= FLASH OFF = 
  //============= 
  if (message == "$01") { 
    flashing(1,50); 
    //    digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH); 
    btCode = "#01"; 
    SerialBT.print(btCode); 
    delay(300); 
    flashStatus = false; 
  } 
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  //============ 
  //= FLASH ON = 
  //============ 
  else if (message == "$02") { 
    flashing(1,50); 
    //    digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW); 
    btCode = "#02"; 
    SerialBT.print(btCode); 
    delay(300); 
    flashStatus = true; 
  } 
  //============== 
  //= TAKE PHOTO = 
  //============== 
  else if (message == "$04") { 
    flashing(1,50); 
    //Capturing photo and saving to SPIFFS 
    capturePhotoSaveSpiffs(); 
    delay(300); 
 
    //Sending the size of the photo 
    btCode = "#03"; 
    SerialBT.print(btCode); 
    delay(300); 
    sendSize(); 
    delay(300); 
 
    //Sending the photo file 
    btCode = "#04"; 
    SerialBT.print(btCode); 
    delay(300); 
    sendPhoto(); 
    delay(50); 
  } 
  //================= 
  //= FORMAT SPIFFS = 
  //================= 
  else if (message == "$98") { 
    btCode = "#98"; 
    SerialBT.print(btCode); 
    delay(300); 
    Serial.println("Formatting SPIFFS..."); 
    SPIFFS.format(); 
    Serial.println("SPIFFS formatted!"); 
    listDir(SPIFFS, "/", 0); 
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  } 
  //================= 
  //= RESTART ESP32 = 
  //================= 
  else if (message == "$99") { 
    btCode = "#99"; 
    SerialBT.print(btCode); 
    delay(300); 
    ESP.restart(); 
  } 
//  else 
//  { 
//    btCode = "#00"; 
//    SerialBT.print(btCode); 
//    delay(300); 
//  } 
  delay(20); 
} 
//============================================================ 
void flashing(int loops, int duration) { 
  for (int i = 0; i < loops; i++) { 
    digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH); 
    delay(duration); 
    digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW); 
    delay(duration); 
  } 
} 
//============================================================ 
// Check if photo capture was successful 
bool checkPhoto( fs::FS &fs ) { 
  File f_pic = fs.open( FILE_PHOTO ); 
  unsigned int pic_size = f_pic.size(); 
  return ( pic_size > 100 ); 
} 
//============================================================ 
// Capture Photo and Save it to SPIFFS 
void capturePhotoSaveSpiffs( void ) { 
 
  camera_fb_t * fb = NULL; // pointer 
  bool ok = 0; // Boolean indicating if the picture has been taken correctly 
 
  //Turn the Flash ON during capture 
  digitalWrite(ledPin, flashStatus); 
 
  do { 
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    // Take a photo with the camera 
    Serial.println(""); 
    Serial.println("Taking a photo..."); 
 
    fb = esp_camera_fb_get(); 
 
    if (!fb) { 
      Serial.println("Camera capture failed"); 
      return; 
    } 
 
    // Photo file name 
    Serial.printf("Picture file name: %s\n", FILE_PHOTO); 
    File file = SPIFFS.open(FILE_PHOTO, FILE_WRITE); 
 
    // Insert the data in the photo file 
    if (!file) { 
      Serial.println("Failed to open file in writing mode"); 
    } 
    else { 
      file.write(fb->buf, fb->len); // payload (image), payload length 
      Serial.print("The picture has been saved in "); 
      Serial.print(FILE_PHOTO); 
      Serial.print(" - Size: "); 
      Serial.print(file.size()); 
      Serial.println(" bytes"); 
 
      //================== 
      // Image metadata 
      Serial.print("Size of image: "); 
      Serial.println(fb->len); 
      Serial.print("Width: "); 
      Serial.println(fb->width); 
      Serial.print("Height: "); 
      Serial.println(fb->height); 
    } 
 
    fbBuf = fb->buf; 
    fbLen = fb->len; 
    fbLen1 = fb->len; 
 
    file.close(); 
    esp_camera_fb_return(fb); 
 
    // check if file has been correctly saved in SPIFFS 
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    ok = checkPhoto(SPIFFS); 
  } while ( !ok ); 
 
  //Turn the Flash OFF 
  digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW); 
} 
 
void sendPhoto() { 
  readFile(SPIFFS, FILE_PHOTO); 
} 
 
void sendSize() { 
  Serial.println(""); 
  Serial.print("size_t: "); 
  Serial.println(fbLen); 
  Serial.print("uint8_t: "); 
  Serial.println(fbLen1); 
  Serial.println(""); 
 
  SerialBT.print(fbLen1); 
} 
//======================================== 
//============== SPIFFS ================== 
//======================================== 
//List files in SPIFFS directory 
void listDir(fs::FS &fs, const char * dirname, uint8_t levels) { 
  Serial.printf("Listing directory: %s\r\n", dirname); 
 
  File root = fs.open(dirname); 
  if (!root) { 
    Serial.println("- failed to open directory"); 
    return; 
  } 
  if (!root.isDirectory()) { 
    Serial.println(" - not a directory"); 
    return; 
  } 
 
  File file = root.openNextFile(); 
  while (file) { 
    if (file.isDirectory()) { 
      Serial.print("  DIR : "); 
      Serial.println(file.name()); 
      if (levels) { 
        listDir(fs, file.name(), levels - 1); 
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      } 
    } else { 
      Serial.print("  FILE: "); 
      Serial.print(file.name()); 
      Serial.print("\tSIZE: "); 
      Serial.println(file.size()); 
    } 
    file = root.openNextFile(); 




void readFile(fs::FS &fs, const char * path) { 
  Serial.printf("Reading file: %s\r\n", path); 
 
  File file = fs.open(path); 
  if (!file || file.isDirectory()) { 
    Serial.println("- failed to open file for reading"); 
    return; 
  } 
 
  //=====SEND buffer================ 
  unsigned int kkk = 0; 
  unsigned int rem = 0; 
  for (size_t n = 0; n < fbLen; n = n + 1024) { 
    if (n + 1024 < fbLen) { 
      //        Serial.write(fbBuf, 1024); //either Serial or SerialBT 
      SerialBT.write(fbBuf, 1024); 
      fbBuf += 1024; 
      kkk++; 
    } 
    else if (fbLen % 1024 > 0) { 
      size_t remainder = fbLen % 1024; 
      rem = fbLen % 1024; 
      //        Serial.write(fbBuf, remainder); 
      SerialBT.write(fbBuf, remainder); 
    } 
  } 
  Serial.print("Loops: "); 
  Serial.println(kkk + 1); 
  Serial.print("Bytes sent: "); 
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//======================================== 
void configInitCamera() { 
  config.ledc_channel = LEDC_CHANNEL_0; 
  config.ledc_timer = LEDC_TIMER_0; 
  config.pin_d0 = Y2_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_d1 = Y3_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_d2 = Y4_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_d3 = Y5_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_d4 = Y6_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_d5 = Y7_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_d6 = Y8_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_d7 = Y9_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_xclk = XCLK_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_pclk = PCLK_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_vsync = VSYNC_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_href = HREF_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_sscb_sda = SIOD_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_sscb_scl = SIOC_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_pwdn = PWDN_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.pin_reset = RESET_GPIO_NUM; 
  config.xclk_freq_hz = 20000000; 
  config.pixel_format = PIXFORMAT_JPEG; //YUV422,GRAYSCALE,RGB565,JPEG 
 
  // Select lower framesize if the camera doesn't support PSRAM 
  if (psramFound()) { 
    config.frame_size = FRAMESIZE_QVGA; // FRAMESIZE_ + QVGA|CIF|VGA|SVGA|XGA|SXG
A|UXGA 
    config.jpeg_quality = 10; //10-63 lower number means higher quality 
    config.fb_count = 2; 
  } else { 
    config.frame_size = FRAMESIZE_QVGA; 
    config.jpeg_quality = 15; 
    config.fb_count = 1; 
  } 
 
  // Initialize the Camera 
  esp_err_t err = esp_camera_init(&config); 
  if (err != ESP_OK) { 
    Serial.printf("Camera init failed with error 0x%x", err); 
    return; 
  } 
 
  sensor_t * s = esp_camera_sensor_get(); 
  s->set_brightness(s, 0);     // -2 to 2 
  s->set_contrast(s, 0);       // -2 to 2 
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  s->set_saturation(s, 0);     // -2 to 2 
  s-
>set_special_effect(s, 0); // 0 to 6 (0 - No Effect, 1 - Negative, 2 - Grayscale,
 3 - Red Tint, 4 - Green Tint, 5 - Blue Tint, 6 - Sepia) 
  s->set_whitebal(s, 1);       // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_awb_gain(s, 1);       // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s-
>set_wb_mode(s, 0);        // 0 to 4 - if awb_gain enabled (0 - Auto, 1 - Sunny, 
2 - Cloudy, 3 - Office, 4 - Home) 
  s->set_exposure_ctrl(s, 0);  // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_aec2(s, 1);           // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_ae_level(s, 0);       // -2 to 2 
  s->set_aec_value(s, 300);    // 0 to 1200 
  s->set_gain_ctrl(s, 0);      // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_agc_gain(s, 0);       // 0 to 30 
  s->set_gainceiling(s, (gainceiling_t)0);  // 0 to 6 
  s->set_bpc(s, 0);            // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_wpc(s, 1);            // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_raw_gma(s, 1);        // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_lenc(s, 1);           // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_hmirror(s, 0);        // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_vflip(s, 0);          // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
  s->set_dcw(s, 1);            // 0 = disable , 1 = enable 
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B. Android Application Code 
The code presented below was written in Java and can be compiled and downloaded to an 
Android Phone using the Android Studio IDE. 
• The project’s code can be downloaded by following this link below: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RM1mwalirq1dgUolM_f43v3IG0Uoo7o7/view?usp=sh
aring 
• Android Studio IDE can be downloaded from the official website: 
https://developer.android.com/studio 





























































public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity { 
    private static final String TAG = "MainActivity"; 
    private static MainActivity instance; 
 
    //GUI 
    private ImageButton btn_btDevices, btn_btConnect, btn_camFlash; 
    private Button btn_captureImage, btn_detect; 
    private Switch sw_mode; 
    private TextView tv_phone, tv_btCAM, tv_status, tv_device, tv_MAC, tv_results, tv_bt
, tv_captured_size, tv_converted_size, tv_captured_res, tv_converted_res; 
    private View ll_status; 
    private ImageView iv_captured, iv_converted; 
    Context ct; 
 
    private static BluetoothAdapter bluetoothAdapter; 
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    private BluetoothDevice bluetoothDevice; 
    static final int REQUEST_ENABLE_BT = 1; //must be greater than 0 
    static final int REQUEST_BT_DEVICE = 2; //must be greater than 0 
    static final int REQUEST_IMAGE_CAPTURE = 3; 
 
    private static final UUID MY_UUID = UUID.fromString("00001101-0000-1000-8000-
00805f9b34fb"); 
 
    Vibrator vibrator; 
 
    private static Bitmap finalCaptured, finalConverted; 
    private boolean flashStatus = false; 
    //===== 
    private BluetoothDevice mmDevice; 
    private UUID devUUID; 
 
    private ConnectThread mConnectThread; 
    private ConnectedThread mConnectedThread; 
 
    private boolean connectionStatus = false; 
 
    private String codeMsg = null; 
    private String dataMsg = null; 
    private int totalSize = 0; 
    byte[] tempData; 
    private String terminalText = ""; 
 
    private String currentTime; 
 
    //====TFLITE 
    private Interpreter tflite; 
    private static int INPUT_IMG_SIZE_WIDTH = 28; 
    private static int INPUT_IMG_SIZE_HEIGHT = 28; 
    private static int TOTAL_PIXELS = INPUT_IMG_SIZE_HEIGHT * INPUT_IMG_SIZE_WIDT
H; 
 
    private int[] input = new int[TOTAL_PIXELS]; 
    private float[][] output; 
    private float[] output2; 
 
    @Override 
    protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { 
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
        setContentView(R.layout.activity_main); 
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        ct = this; 
        instance = this; 
 
        //Initialize vibrator 
        vibrator = (Vibrator) getSystemService(Context.VIBRATOR_SERVICE); 
        assert vibrator != null; 
 
        //tflite initialize 
        try { 
            tflite = new Interpreter(loadModelFile(), null); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            e.printStackTrace(); 
        } 
 
        //=========GUI 
        btn_camFlash = findViewById(R.id.btn_camFlash); 
        btn_btDevices = findViewById(R.id.btn_btDevices); 
        btn_btConnect = findViewById(R.id.btn_btConnect); 
        btn_captureImage = findViewById(R.id.btn_captureImage); 
        btn_detect = findViewById(R.id.btn_detect); 
        sw_mode = findViewById(R.id.sw_mode); 
        tv_phone = findViewById(R.id.tv_phone); 
        tv_btCAM = findViewById(R.id.tv_btCAM); 
        tv_status = findViewById(R.id.tv_status); 
        tv_device = findViewById(R.id.tv_device); 
        tv_MAC = findViewById(R.id.tv_MAC); 
        tv_results = findViewById(R.id.tv_results); 
        ll_status = findViewById(R.id.ll_status); 
//        tv_bt = findViewById(R.id.tv_bt); 
        iv_captured = findViewById(R.id.iv_captured); 
        iv_converted = findViewById(R.id.iv_converted); 
        tv_captured_size = findViewById(R.id.tv_captured_size); 
        tv_converted_size = findViewById(R.id.tv_converted_size); 
        tv_captured_res = findViewById(R.id.tv_captured_res); 
        tv_converted_res = findViewById(R.id.tv_converted_res); 
 
        btn_camFlash.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        btn_btDevices.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        btn_btConnect.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        ll_status.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
 
//        tv_bt.setMovementMethod(new ScrollingMovementMethod()); 
        registerForContextMenu(iv_captured); 
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        registerForContextMenu(iv_converted); 
 
        //=========BT 
        bluetoothAdapter = BluetoothAdapter.getDefaultAdapter(); 
        if (bluetoothAdapter == null) { 
            System.out.println("Device doesn't support Bluetooth"); 
        } else { 
            System.out.println("Device supports Bluetooth"); 
        } 
        //=========button listeners 
        sw_mode.setOnCheckedChangeListener(new CompoundButton.OnCheckedChange
Listener() { 
            public void onCheckedChanged(CompoundButton buttonView, boolean isChecke
d) { 
                //Short vibrate 
                vibrate(vibrator, 100); 
 
                if (isChecked) { //Mode: PHONE 
                    tv_phone.setTextColor(getColor(R.color.white)); 
                    tv_phone.setTypeface(null, Typeface.NORMAL); 
                    tv_btCAM.setTextColor(getColor(R.color.teal_200)); 
                    tv_btCAM.setTypeface(null, Typeface.BOLD); 
                    //It must turn on the bluetooth if it's not already on 
                    enableBT(bluetoothAdapter); 
                } else { //Mode: BT CAM 
                    tv_phone.setTextColor(getColor(R.color.teal_200)); 
                    tv_phone.setTypeface(null, Typeface.BOLD); 
                    tv_btCAM.setTextColor(getColor(R.color.white)); 
                    tv_btCAM.setTypeface(null, Typeface.NORMAL); 
                    //Doesn't need to turn off bluetooth 
                    disableBT(bluetoothAdapter); 
                } 
            } 
        }); 
 
        ll_status.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                Intent myIntent = new Intent(ct, TerminalActivity.class); 
                myIntent.putExtra("terminalText", terminalText); //Optional parameters 
                ct.startActivity(myIntent); 
            } 
        }); 
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        btn_camFlash.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                //Short vibrate 
                vibrate(vibrator, 100); 
 
                flashStatus = !flashStatus; 
 
                if (flashStatus) { 
                    btn_camFlash.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_flash_on_round); 
                    String msg = "$02\n"; 
                    byte[] bytes = msg.getBytes(StandardCharsets.UTF_8); 
                    write(bytes); 
                    updateTerminal("$02"); 
                } else { 
                    btn_camFlash.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_flash_off_round); 
                    String msg = "$01\n"; 
                    byte[] bytes = msg.getBytes(StandardCharsets.UTF_8); 
                    write(bytes); 
                    updateTerminal("$01"); 
                } 
            } 
        }); 
 
        btn_btDevices.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                //Short vibrate 
                vibrate(vibrator, 100); 
 
                //If already connected to a device, stop connection 
                if (connectionStatus) { 
                    startStopBTConnection(bluetoothDevice, MY_UUID); 
                } 
 
                Intent intent = new Intent(ct, Bt_devices.class); 
                startActivityForResult(intent, REQUEST_BT_DEVICE); 
            } 
        }); 
 
        btn_btConnect.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                //Short vibrate 
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                vibrate(vibrator, 100); 
 
                startStopBTConnection(bluetoothDevice, MY_UUID); 
            } 
        }); 
 
        btn_captureImage.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                //Short vibrate 
                vibrate(vibrator, 100); 
 
                if (sw_mode.isChecked()) { 
                    String msg = "$04\n"; 
                    byte[] bytes = msg.getBytes(StandardCharsets.UTF_8); 
                    write(bytes); 
                    updateTerminal("$04"); 
                    iv_captured.setImageBitmap(null); 
                    iv_converted.setImageBitmap(null); 
                } else { 
                    //capture using phone's camera 
                    dispatchTakePictureIntent(); 
                } 
            } 
        }); 
 
        btn_detect.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                //Short vibrate 
                vibrate(vibrator, 100); 
 
                detectTextFromImage(); 
            } 
        }); 
    } 
 
    //====================================================== 
    @Override 
    public void onCreateContextMenu(ContextMenu menu, View v, ContextMenu.Context
MenuInfo menuInfo) { 
        super.onCreateContextMenu(menu, v, menuInfo); 
        if (v.getId() == R.id.iv_captured || v.getId() == R.id.iv_converted) { 
            if (finalCaptured != null && finalConverted != null) { 
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                getMenuInflater().inflate(R.menu.img_menu_context, menu); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public boolean onContextItemSelected(MenuItem item) { 
        switch (item.getItemId()) { 
            case R.id.rotateLeft: 
                finalCaptured = RotateBitmap(finalCaptured, -90); 
                finalConverted = RotateBitmap(finalConverted, -90); 
                iv_captured.setImageBitmap(finalCaptured); 
                iv_converted.setImageBitmap(finalConverted); 
                tv_captured_size.setText(String.valueOf(finalCaptured.getByteCount()) + " byte
s"); 
                tv_converted_size.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getByteCount()) + " by
tes"); 
                tv_captured_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalCaptured.getWidth()) + " x " + Strin
g.valueOf(finalCaptured.getHeight())); 
                tv_converted_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getWidth()) + " x " + St
ring.valueOf(finalConverted.getHeight())); 
                return true; 
            case R.id.rotateRight: 
                finalCaptured = RotateBitmap(finalCaptured, 90); 
                finalConverted = RotateBitmap(finalConverted, 90); 
                iv_captured.setImageBitmap(finalCaptured); 
                iv_converted.setImageBitmap(finalConverted); 
                tv_captured_size.setText(String.valueOf(finalCaptured.getByteCount()) + " byte
s"); 
                tv_converted_size.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getByteCount()) + " by
tes"); 
                tv_captured_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalCaptured.getWidth()) + " x " + Strin
g.valueOf(finalCaptured.getHeight())); 
                tv_converted_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getWidth()) + " x " + St
ring.valueOf(finalConverted.getHeight())); 
                return true; 
            default: 
                return super.onContextItemSelected(item); 
        } 
    } 
//========================================= 
 
    public static MainActivity getInstance() { 
        return instance; 
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    } 
 
    public void updateTerminal(String info){ 
        currentTime = String.valueOf(Calendar.getInstance().getTimeInMillis()); 
        SimpleDateFormat formatter = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-
dd HH:mm:ss.SSS"); 
        String dateString = formatter.format(new Date(Long.parseLong(currentTime))); 
        terminalText += dateString+": "+info+"\n"; 
    } 
 
    public void resetTerminalText(){ 
        terminalText=""; 
    } 
 
    public String getTerminalText(){ 
        return terminalText; 
    } 
 
    public void vibrate(Vibrator vibrator, int duration) { 
        if (Build.VERSION.SDK_INT >= Build.VERSION_CODES.O) { 
            vibrator.vibrate(VibrationEffect.createOneShot(duration, VibrationEffect.DEFAUL
T_AMPLITUDE)); 
        } else { 
            //deprecated in API 26 
            vibrator.vibrate(duration); 
        } 
    } 
 
    private void dispatchTakePictureIntent() { 
        Intent takePictureIntent = new Intent(MediaStore.ACTION_IMAGE_CAPTURE); 
        if (takePictureIntent.resolveActivity(getPackageManager()) != null) { 
            startActivityForResult(takePictureIntent, REQUEST_IMAGE_CAPTURE); 
        } 
    } 
 
    private void enableBT(BluetoothAdapter bluetoothAdapter) { 
        if (!bluetoothAdapter.isEnabled()) { 
            showToast("Enabling bluetooth..."); 
            Intent enableBtIntent = new Intent(BluetoothAdapter.ACTION_REQUEST_ENABLE
); 
            startActivityForResult(enableBtIntent, REQUEST_ENABLE_BT); 
        } else { 
            btn_camFlash.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
            btn_btDevices.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
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            btn_btConnect.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
            ll_status.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        } 
    } 
 
    private void disableBT(BluetoothAdapter bluetoothAdapter) { 
        //Doesn't need to turn off bluetooth 
        //bluetoothAdapter.disable(); 
        //showToast("Bluetooth disabled!"); 
        btn_camFlash.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        btn_btDevices.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        btn_btConnect.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
        ll_status.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
 
        //set status to true, so that connection will be stopped 
        connectionStatus = true; 
        startStopBTConnection(bluetoothDevice, MY_UUID); 
    } 
 
    private void showToast(String msg) { 
        runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
            @Override 
            public void run() { 
                Toast.makeText(ct, msg, Toast.LENGTH_SHORT).show(); 
            } 
        }); 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    protected void onActivityResult(int requestCode, int resultCode, @Nullable Intent dat
a) { 
        super.onActivityResult(requestCode, resultCode, data); 
 
        switch (requestCode) { 
            case REQUEST_ENABLE_BT: 
                if (resultCode == RESULT_OK) { 
                    showToast("Bluetooth enabled!"); 
                    btn_camFlash.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
                    btn_btDevices.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                    btn_btConnect.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
                    ll_status.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
                } else { 
                    //User denied to turn bluetooth on 
                    showToast("Couldn't turn on bluetooth."); 
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                } 
                break; 
            case REQUEST_BT_DEVICE: 
                if (resultCode == RESULT_OK) { 
                    showToast("Device selected!"); 
 
                    String dev_name = data.getStringExtra("name"); 
                    String dev_MAC = data.getStringExtra("MAC"); 
                    bluetoothDevice = bluetoothAdapter.getRemoteDevice(dev_MAC); 
                    System.out.println("==================" + dev_name + ", " + dev_MAC); 
                    btn_btConnect.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                    ll_status.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                    tv_device.setText(dev_name); 
                    tv_MAC.setText(dev_MAC); 
 
                    startStopBTConnection(bluetoothDevice, MY_UUID); 
                } else { 
                    //User denied to turn bluetooth on 
                    showToast("Device not selected!"); 
                } 
                break; 
            case REQUEST_IMAGE_CAPTURE: 
                if (resultCode == RESULT_OK) { 
                    Bundle extras = data.getExtras(); 
                    finalCaptured = (Bitmap) extras.get("data"); 
                    finalConverted = prepareImageForClassification(finalCaptured); 
                    iv_captured.setImageBitmap(finalCaptured); 
                    iv_converted.setImageBitmap(finalConverted); 
                    tv_captured_size.setText(String.valueOf(finalCaptured.getByteCount()) + " by
tes"); 
                    tv_converted_size.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getByteCount()) + " 
bytes"); 
                    tv_captured_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalCaptured.getWidth()) + " x " + St
ring.valueOf(finalCaptured.getHeight())); 
                    tv_converted_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getWidth()) + " x " + 
String.valueOf(finalConverted.getHeight())); 
 
                    //Save photo as a file 
//                    try { 
//                        File newFile = savebitmap(finalCaptured); 
//                    } catch (IOException e) { 
//                        e.printStackTrace(); 
//                    } 
                } else { 
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                    showToast("Failed to capture photo."); 
                } 
        } 
    } 
 
    //===================================================BITMAP 
 
//    public static File savebitmap(Bitmap bmp) throws IOException { 
//        ByteArrayOutputStream bytes = new ByteArrayOutputStream(); 
//        bmp.compress(Bitmap.CompressFormat.JPEG, 60, bytes); 
//        File f = new File(Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory()+ File.separator + "test
image.jpg"); 
//        f.createNewFile(); 
//        FileOutputStream fo = new FileOutputStream(f); 
//        fo.write(bytes.toByteArray()); 
//        fo.close(); 
//        return f; 
//    } 
 
    public static Bitmap RotateBitmap(Bitmap source, float angle) { 
        Matrix matrix = new Matrix(); 
        matrix.postRotate(angle); 
        return Bitmap.createBitmap(source, 0, 0, source.getWidth(), source.getHeight(), ma
trix, true); 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Make bitmap appropriate size, greyscale and inverted. EMNIST model is originally te
ached on 
     * dataset of images 28x28px with white letter written on black background. 
     */ 
    public Bitmap prepareImageForClassification(Bitmap bitmap) { 
        //grayscale 
        Bitmap grayscaleBitmap = toGrayscale(bitmap); 
        //invert colors 
        Bitmap invertedColorsBitmap = toInvertedColors(grayscaleBitmap); 
        //scaledown 
        return Bitmap.createScaledBitmap(invertedColorsBitmap, INPUT_IMG_SIZE_WIDTH
, INPUT_IMG_SIZE_HEIGHT, false); 
    } 
 
    //Source: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/3373860/convert-a-bitmap-to-
grayscale-in-android 
    public Bitmap toGrayscale(Bitmap bmpOriginal) { 
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        int width, height; 
        height = bmpOriginal.getHeight(); 
        width = bmpOriginal.getWidth(); 
 
        Bitmap bmpGrayscale = Bitmap.createBitmap(width, height, Bitmap.Config.ARGB_8
888); 
        Canvas c = new Canvas(bmpGrayscale); 
        Paint paint = new Paint(); 
        ColorMatrix cm = new ColorMatrix(); 
        cm.setSaturation(0); 
        ColorMatrixColorFilter f = new ColorMatrixColorFilter(cm); 
        paint.setColorFilter(f); 
        c.drawBitmap(bmpOriginal, 0, 0, paint); 
        return bmpGrayscale; 
    } 
 
    public Bitmap toInvertedColors(Bitmap bmpOriginal) { 
        int width, height; 
        height = bmpOriginal.getHeight(); 
        width = bmpOriginal.getWidth(); 
        //System.out.println("===== h: "+height); 
        //System.out.println("===== w: "+width); 
 
        Bitmap bmpInvertedColors = Bitmap.createBitmap(width, height, Bitmap.Config.AR
GB_8888); 
        Canvas c = new Canvas(bmpInvertedColors); 
        Paint paint = new Paint(); 
        ColorMatrix cm_inverted = new ColorMatrix(new float[]{ 
                -1, 0, 0, 0, 255, 
                0, -1, 0, 0, 255, 
                0, 0, -1, 0, 255, 
                0, 0, 0, 1, 0}); 
        ColorMatrixColorFilter f = new ColorMatrixColorFilter(cm_inverted); 
        paint.setColorFilter(f); 
        c.drawBitmap(bmpOriginal, 0, 0, paint); 
        return bmpInvertedColors; 
    } 
    //=================================================== 
 
    //create method for starting connection 
    public void startStopBTConnection(BluetoothDevice device, UUID uuid) { 
        if (device != null) { 
            Log.d(TAG, "startBTConnection: Initializing RFCOM Bluetooth Connection."); 
//            System.out.println("device: "+ device); 
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//            System.out.println("uuid: "+ uuid); 
            startStopClient(device, uuid); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public static BluetoothAdapter getBluetoothAdapter() { 
        return bluetoothAdapter; 
    } 
    //========================================================= 
 
    public void startStopClient(BluetoothDevice device, UUID uuid) { 
        if (connectionStatus) { 
            if (mConnectedThread != null) { 
                mConnectedThread.cancel(); 
                connectionStatus = false; 
                runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
                    @Override 
                    public void run() { 
                        btn_btConnect.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_bt_discon_round); 
                        tv_status.setText("Disconnected"); 
                        ll_status.setBackgroundColor(getColor(R.color.grey)); 
                        btn_camFlash.setVisibility(View.INVISIBLE); 
                    } 
                }); 
            } 
        } else { 
            Log.d(TAG, "startClient: Started."); 
            mConnectThread = new ConnectThread(device, uuid); 
            mConnectThread.start(); 
        } 
    } 
 
    private void connected(BluetoothSocket mmSocket, BluetoothDevice mmDevice) { 
        Log.d(TAG, "connected: Starting."); 
 
        // Start the thread to manage the connection and perform transmissions 
        mConnectedThread = new ConnectedThread(mmSocket); 
        mConnectedThread.start(); 
    } 
 
    //Write to the ConnectedThread in an unsynchronized manner 
    public void write(byte[] out) { 
        // Create temporary object 
        ConnectedThread r; 
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        // Synchronize a copy of the ConnectedThread 
        Log.d(TAG, "write: Write Called."); 
        //perform the write 
        if (mConnectedThread != null) { 
            mConnectedThread.write(out); 
        } 
    } 
 
    //======================================================= 
    //This thread runs while attempting to make an outgoing connection with a device 
    private class ConnectThread extends Thread { 
        private BluetoothSocket mmSocket; 
 
        public ConnectThread(BluetoothDevice device, UUID uuid) { 
            mmDevice = device; 
            devUUID = uuid; 
        } 
 
        public void run() { 
            BluetoothSocket tmp = null; 
 
            try { 
                Log.d(TAG, "ConnectThread: Trying to create InsecureRfcommSocket using UUI
D: " + MY_UUID); 
                tmp = mmDevice.createRfcommSocketToServiceRecord(devUUID); 
 
                runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
                    @Override 
                    public void run() { 
                        btn_btConnect.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_bt_connecting_roun
d); 
                        tv_status.setText("Connecting..."); 
//                            ll_status.setBackgroundColor(getColor(R.color.teal_200)); 
                    } 
                }); 
 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "ConnectThread: Could not create InsecureRfcommSocket " + e.get
Message()); 
            } 
            mmSocket = tmp; 
 
            // Always cancel discovery because it will slow down a connection 
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            bluetoothAdapter.cancelDiscovery(); 
 
            // Make a connection to the BluetoothSocket 
            try { 
                // This is a blocking call and will only return on a 
                // successful connection or an exception 
                mmSocket.connect(); 
                Log.d(TAG, "run: ConnectThread connected."); 
                //Short vibrate 
                vibrate(vibrator, 100); 
 
                connectionStatus = true; 
                runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
                    @Override 
                    public void run() { 
                        btn_btConnect.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_bt_con_round); 
                        tv_status.setText("Connected"); 
                        ll_status.setBackgroundColor(getColor(R.color.teal_200)); 
                        //if device is my device, set flash button visible 
                        if (mmDevice.getAddress().equals("98:F4:AB:00:F7:EA")) { 
                            btn_camFlash.setVisibility(View.VISIBLE); 
                        } 
                    } 
                }); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                // Close the socket 
                try { 
                    mmSocket.close(); 
                    Log.d(TAG, "run: Closed Socket."); 
                    connectionStatus = false; 
 
                    runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
                        @Override 
                        public void run() { 
                            btn_btConnect.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_bt_discon_round); 
                            tv_status.setText("Disconnected"); 
                            ll_status.setBackgroundColor(getColor(R.color.grey)); 
                        } 
                    }); 
 
                } catch (IOException e1) { 
                    Log.e(TAG, "mConnectThread: run: Unable to close connection in socket " + e
1.getMessage()); 
                } 
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                Log.d(TAG, "run: ConnectThread: Could not connect to UUID: " + MY_UUID); 
            } 
 
            //to initiate another thread for connected 
            connected(mmSocket, mmDevice); 
        } 
 
        public void cancel() { 
            try { 
                Log.d(TAG, "cancel: Closing Client Socket."); 
                mmSocket.close(); 
                connectionStatus = false; 
                runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
                    @Override 
                    public void run() { 
                        btn_btConnect.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_bt_discon_round); 
                        tv_status.setText("Disconnected"); 
                        ll_status.setBackgroundColor(getColor(R.color.grey)); 
                    } 
                }); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "cancel: close() of mmSocket in ConnectThread failed. " + e.getMess
age()); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    //====================== 
    public void updateBtGUI(byte[] tempData, int totalBytes) { 
        byte[] imgdata = new byte[totalBytes]; 
        System.arraycopy(tempData, 0, imgdata, 0, totalBytes); 
        Bitmap temp_bp = BitmapFactory.decodeByteArray(imgdata, 0, totalBytes); 
        if (temp_bp != null) { 
            finalCaptured = temp_bp; //considered as final variable and not change on 2nd ca
pture and afterwards?????????????????????? 
            runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
                @SuppressLint("SetTextI18n") 
                @Override 
                public void run() { 
                    finalConverted = prepareImageForClassification(finalCaptured); 
                    iv_captured.setImageBitmap(finalCaptured); 
                    iv_converted.setImageBitmap(finalConverted); 
                    tv_captured_size.setText(String.valueOf(totalSize) + " bytes"); //finalCapture
d.getByteCount()) --> bitmap, but I show the received image size 
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                    tv_converted_size.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getByteCount()) + " 
bytes"); 
                    tv_captured_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalCaptured.getWidth()) + " x " + St
ring.valueOf(finalCaptured.getHeight())); 
                    tv_converted_res.setText(String.valueOf(finalConverted.getWidth()) + " x " + 
String.valueOf(finalConverted.getHeight())); 
                    Log.d(TAG, "Photo captured successfully!"); 
//                                        showToast("Photo captured successfully!"); 
                } 
            }); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public int getCode(String codeMsg){ 
        int code = 0; 
        switch (codeMsg) { 
            case "#00": 
                code = 0; 
                break; 
            case "#01": 
                showToast("Flash OFF!"); 
                code = 1; 
                break; 
            case "#02": 
                showToast("Flash ON!"); 
                code = 2; 
                break; 
            case "#03": 
//                showToast("Size"); 
                code = 3; 
                break; 
            case "#04": 
//                showToast("Capturing..."); 
                code = 4; 
                break; 
        } 
        return code; 
    } 
    //============================================================ 
 
    /** 
     * Finally the ConnectedThread which is responsible for maintaining the BTConnection
, Sending the data, and 
     * receiving incoming data through input/output streams respectively. 
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     **/ 
    private class ConnectedThread extends Thread { 
        private final BluetoothSocket mmSocket; 
        private final InputStream mmInStream; 
        private final OutputStream mmOutStream; 
 
        public ConnectedThread(BluetoothSocket socket) { 
            Log.d(TAG, "ConnectedThread: Starting."); 
 
            mmSocket = socket; 
            InputStream tmpIn = null; 
            OutputStream tmpOut = null; 
 
            try { 
                tmpIn = mmSocket.getInputStream(); 
                tmpOut = mmSocket.getOutputStream(); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                e.printStackTrace(); 
            } 
 
            mmInStream = tmpIn; 
            mmOutStream = tmpOut; 
        } 
 
        public void run() { 
            byte[] buffer = new byte[1024];  // buffer store for the stream 
            int bytes = 0; // bytes returned from read() 
            int totalBytes = 0; 
            boolean flag = false; 
 
            // Keep listening to the InputStream until an exception occurs 
            while (true) { 
                // Read from the InputStream 
                try { 
                    bytes = mmInStream.read(buffer); 
 
//                        System.out.println("===buffer: "+buffer); 
//                    System.out.println("===bytes: " + bytes); 
 
                    String incomingMessage = new String(buffer, 0, bytes); 
//                    Log.d(TAG, "InputStream: " + incomingMessage); 
                    updateTerminal(incomingMessage); 
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                    if(bytes == 3 && incomingMessage.startsWith("#")){ //codeMSGs are always 
5 bytes long ( #00n/ ) and start with #, at the end they have: new line ( n/ ) -> 2 bytes 
                        codeMsg = incomingMessage; 
                        System.out.println("CODE MSG: " + codeMsg); 
                        flag = false; 
                        totalBytes = 0; 
                    } 
                    else{ 
                        dataMsg = incomingMessage; 
//                        System.out.println("DATA MSG: " + dataMsg); 
                        flag = true; 
                    } 
 
                    if (flag && codeMsg.equals("#03")) { 
                        totalSize = Integer.parseInt(dataMsg); 
                        tempData = new byte[totalSize]; //defining the tempData size according to 
the received totalSize 
                        System.out.println("Img Size: "+totalSize+" bytes"); 
                    } 
 
                    if (flag && codeMsg.equals("#04")) { 
                        System.arraycopy(buffer, 0, tempData, totalBytes, bytes); 
                        totalBytes = totalBytes + bytes; 
//                        System.out.println("===total bytes: " + totalBytes); 
                        if (totalBytes == totalSize) { 
                            System.out.println("Total bytes received: " + totalBytes); 
                            updateBtGUI(tempData, totalBytes); 
                        } 
                    } 
//                    if (codeMsg != null){ 
//                        getCode(codeMsg); 
//                    } 
 
                } catch (IOException e) { 
                    Log.e(TAG, "write: Error reading Input Stream. " + e.getMessage()); 
                    break; 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        //Call this from the main activity to send data to the remote device 
        public void write(byte[] bytes) { 
            String text = new String(bytes, Charset.defaultCharset()); 
            Log.d(TAG, "write: Writing to outputstream: " + text); 
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            try { 
                mmOutStream.write(bytes); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
                Log.e(TAG, "write: Error writing to output stream. " + e.getMessage()); 
            } 
        } 
 
        /* Call this from the main activity to shutdown the connection */ 
        public void cancel() { 
            try { 
                mmSocket.close(); 
                connectionStatus = false; 
                runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
                    @Override 
                    public void run() { 
                        btn_btConnect.setBackgroundResource(R.mipmap.ic_bt_discon_round); 
                        tv_status.setText("Disconnected"); 
                        ll_status.setBackgroundColor(getColor(R.color.grey)); 
                    } 
                }); 
            } catch (IOException e) { 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
    //=====================================TFLITE 
    private void detectTextFromImage() { 
        doInference(finalConverted); //finalCaptured, finalConverted 
 
        final String ASSOCIATED_AXIS_LABELS = "labels.txt"; 
        List<String> associatedAxisLabels = null; 
 
        try { 
            associatedAxisLabels = FileUtil.loadLabels(this, ASSOCIATED_AXIS_LABELS); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            Log.e("tfliteSupport", "Error reading label file", e); 
        } 
 
        //Show results 
        String prediction = ""; 
        int k = 0; 
        for (int i = 0; i < 26; i++) { 
            BigDecimal pred = round(output[0][i], 2); 
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            if (k < 2) { 
                prediction = prediction + associatedAxisLabels.get(i) + ": " + String.valueOf(pred
) + "\t\t | \t\t"; 
                k++; 
            } else if (k == 2) { 
                prediction = prediction + associatedAxisLabels.get(i) + ": " + String.valueOf(pred
) + "\t\t"; 
                k++; 
            } 
            if (k > 2) { 
                prediction = prediction + "\n"; 
                k = 0; 
            } 
        } 
        tv_results.setText(prediction); 
    } 
 
    //source: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/8911356/whats-the-best-practice-to-
round-a-float-to-2-decimals?lq=1 
    public static BigDecimal round(float d, int decimalPlace) { 
        BigDecimal bd = new BigDecimal(Float.toString(d)); 
        bd = bd.setScale(decimalPlace, BigDecimal.ROUND_HALF_UP); 
        return bd; 
    } 
 
    private MappedByteBuffer loadModelFile() throws IOException { 
        String MODEL_ASSETS_PATH = "model_char2.tflite"; 
        AssetFileDescriptor assetFileDescriptor = ct.getAssets().openFd(MODEL_ASSETS_PA
TH); 
        FileInputStream fileInputStream = new FileInputStream(assetFileDescriptor.getFileD
escriptor()); 
        FileChannel fileChannel = fileInputStream.getChannel(); 
        long startoffset = assetFileDescriptor.getStartOffset(); 
        long declaredLength = assetFileDescriptor.getDeclaredLength(); 
        return fileChannel.map(FileChannel.MapMode.READ_ONLY, startoffset, declaredLe
ngth); 
    } 
 
    public float[][] doInference(Bitmap bitmap) { 
 
        bitmap.getPixels(input, 0, INPUT_IMG_SIZE_WIDTH, 0, 0, INPUT_IMG_SIZE_WIDTH, 
INPUT_IMG_SIZE_HEIGHT); 
        float[] input2 = new float[TOTAL_PIXELS]; 
        float[][] input4 = new float[1][TOTAL_PIXELS]; 
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        for (int i = 0; i < TOTAL_PIXELS; i++) { 
            input2[i] = input[i] / (float) -16777216; //black=-16777216 or 0xff000000 
            input4[0][i] = input[i] / (float) -16777216; 
        } 
 
        //Depending on the loaded model: 
        //INPUT: [1,28,28] 
        //OUTPUT: [1,26] 
 
        float[][][] input3 = new float[1][INPUT_IMG_SIZE_WIDTH][INPUT_IMG_SIZE_HEIGH
T]; 
        int k = 0; 
        for (int i = 0; i < INPUT_IMG_SIZE_WIDTH; i++) { 
            for (int j = 0; j < INPUT_IMG_SIZE_HEIGHT; j++) { 
                input3[0][i][j] = input2[k]; 
                k++; 
                //System.out.println(Float.toString(input2[k])); 
            } 
        } 
 
        output = new float[1][26]; 
        tflite.run(input3, output); 
        //System.out.println(Arrays.toString(output)); 
        return output; 











public class deviceItem { 
    private String mID; 
    private String mName; 
    private String mMAC; 
 
    public deviceItem(String id, String name, String MAC){ 
        mID = id; 
        mName = name; 
        mMAC = MAC; 
    } 
 
    public String getmID(){ 
        return mID; 
    } 
 
    public String getmName(){ 
        return mName; 
    } 
 
    public String getmMAC(){ 
        return mMAC; 




















public class TerminalActivity extends AppCompatActivity { 
 
    private TextView tv_terminal; 
    private EditText et_command; 
    private Button btn_back, btn_clear, btn_send; 
 
    private String commandText, terminalTxt; 
 
    @Override 
    protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { 
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
        setContentView(R.layout.activity_terminal); 
 
        Intent intent = getIntent(); 
        String terminalText = intent.getStringExtra("terminalText"); 
 
        tv_terminal = findViewById(R.id.tv_terminal); 
        et_command = findViewById(R.id.et_command); 
        btn_back = findViewById(R.id.btn_back); 
        btn_clear = findViewById(R.id.btn_clear); 
        btn_send = findViewById(R.id.btn_send); 
 
        tv_terminal.setMovementMethod(new ScrollingMovementMethod()); 
 
        tv_terminal.setText(terminalText); 
 
        btn_back.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                finish(); 
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            } 
        }); 
 
        btn_clear.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                tv_terminal.setText(""); 
                commandText = ""; 
                MainActivity.getInstance().resetTerminalText(); 
            } 
        }); 
 
        btn_send.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onClick(View v) { 
                commandText = et_command.getText().toString().trim()+"\n"; 
                MainActivity.getInstance().write(commandText.getBytes()); 
                MainActivity.getInstance().updateTerminal(commandText.substring(0,comman
dText.length()-1)); 
                tv_terminal.setText(MainActivity.getInstance().getTerminalText()); 
            } 
        }); 





















public class Bt_devices extends AppCompatActivity { 
    private RecyclerView mRecyclerView; 
    private deviceAdapter mAdapter; 
    private RecyclerView.LayoutManager mLayoutManager; 
    private BluetoothAdapter mBtAdapter; 
    private BluetoothDevice mDevice; 
    private int dev_counter = 0; 
    private Context ct; 
 
    @Override 
    protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) { 
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState); 
        setContentView(R.layout.activity_bt_devices); 
 
        ct = this; 
 
        ArrayList<deviceItem> device_list = new ArrayList<>(); 
        //populate items here 
 
        mBtAdapter = MainActivity.getBluetoothAdapter(); 
        Set<BluetoothDevice> pairedDevices = mBtAdapter.getBondedDevices(); 
        if (pairedDevices.size() > 0) { 
            for (BluetoothDevice device : pairedDevices) { 
                mDevice = device; 
                dev_counter++; 
                device_list.add(new deviceItem(String.valueOf(dev_counter),mDevice.getNam
e(),mDevice.getAddress())); 
            } 
        } 
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        mRecyclerView = findViewById(R.id.rv_devices); 
        //mRecyclerView.setHasFixedSize(true); 
        mLayoutManager = new LinearLayoutManager(this); 
        mAdapter = new deviceAdapter(device_list); 
 
        mRecyclerView.setLayoutManager(mLayoutManager); 
        mRecyclerView.setAdapter(mAdapter); 
 
        mAdapter.setOnItemClickListener(new deviceAdapter.OnItemClickListener() { 
            @Override 
            public void onItemClick(int position) { 
                deviceItem item_position = device_list.get(position); 
                Intent data = new Intent(); 
                data.putExtra("name",item_position.getmName()); 
                data.putExtra("MAC",item_position.getmMAC()); 
                setResult(Bt_devices.RESULT_OK,data); 
                finish(); 
            } 
        }); 





















public class deviceAdapter extends RecyclerView.Adapter<deviceAdapter.deviceViewHol
der> { 
    private ArrayList<deviceItem> mDeviceList; 
    private OnItemClickListener mListener; 
 
    public interface  OnItemClickListener{ 
        void onItemClick(int position); 
    } 
 
    public void setOnItemClickListener(OnItemClickListener listener){ 
        mListener = listener; 
    } 
 
    public static class deviceViewHolder extends RecyclerView.ViewHolder{ 
        public TextView tv_devID; 
        public TextView tv_devName; 
        public TextView tv_devMAC; 
 
        public deviceViewHolder(@NonNull View itemView, OnItemClickListener listener) { 
            super(itemView); 
 
            tv_devID = itemView.findViewById(R.id.tv_devID); 
            tv_devName = itemView.findViewById(R.id.tv_devName); 
            tv_devMAC = itemView.findViewById(R.id.tv_devMAC); 
 
            itemView.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() { 
                @Override 
                public void onClick(View v) { 
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                    if (listener != null){ 
                        int position = getAdapterPosition(); 
                        if(position != RecyclerView.NO_POSITION){ 
                            listener.onItemClick(position); 
                        } 
                    } 
                } 
            }); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public deviceAdapter(ArrayList<deviceItem> deviceList){ 
        mDeviceList = deviceList; 
    } 
 
    @NonNull 
    @Override 
    public deviceViewHolder onCreateViewHolder(@NonNull ViewGroup parent, int view
Type) { 
        View v = LayoutInflater.from(parent.getContext()).inflate(R.layout.device_item, par
ent, false); 
        deviceViewHolder dvh = new deviceViewHolder(v, mListener); 
        return dvh; 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public void onBindViewHolder(@NonNull deviceViewHolder holder, int position) { 
        deviceItem currentItem = mDeviceList.get(position); 
 
        holder.tv_devID.setText(currentItem.getmID()); 
        holder.tv_devName.setText(currentItem.getmName()); 
        holder.tv_devMAC.setText(currentItem.getmMAC()); 
    } 
 
    @Override 
    public int getItemCount() { 
        return mDeviceList.size(); 
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B.2. XML files 
B.2.1. “activity_main.xml” 
 
Figure 37: Preview of the “activity_main.xml” as shown in Android Studio 
CODE: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<RelativeLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android" 
    xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent" 
    android:paddingTop="0dp" 
    android:paddingLeft="0dp" 
    android:paddingRight="0dp" 
    android:paddingBottom="20dp" 
    android:background="@color/white" 
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    android:orientation="vertical"> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:orientation="horizontal" 
        android:layout_alignParentTop="true" 
        android:layout_marginBottom="0dp" 
        android:background="@color/purple_500" 
        android:id="@+id/ll_taskbar"> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="50dp" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:paddingStart="16dp" 
            android:text="PHONE" 
            android:id="@+id/tv_phone" 
            android:textStyle="bold" 
            android:textColor="@color/teal_200" 
            android:textSize="18sp" 
            tools:ignore="RtlSymmetry" /> 
 
        <Switch 
            android:id="@+id/sw_mode" 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="50dp" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:paddingHorizontal="6dp" 
            android:enabled="true" 
            tools:ignore="UseSwitchCompatOrMaterialXml" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="50dp" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:textSize="18sp" 
            android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
            android:id="@+id/tv_btCAM" 
            android:text="BT CAM"/> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
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            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <ImageButton 
            android:id="@+id/btn_camFlash" 
            android:layout_width="50dp" 
            android:layout_height="50dp" 
            android:layout_margin="5dp" 
            android:contentDescription="CAM Flash" 
            android:background="@mipmap/ic_flash_off_round" /> 
 
        <ImageButton 
            android:id="@+id/btn_btDevices" 
            android:layout_width="50dp" 
            android:layout_height="50dp" 
            android:layout_margin="5dp" 
            android:contentDescription="bt devices" 
            android:background="@mipmap/ic_bt_devices_round" /> 
 
        <ImageButton 
            android:layout_width="50dp" 
            android:layout_height="50dp" 
            android:id="@+id/btn_btConnect" 
            android:contentDescription="bt connect" 
            android:background="@mipmap/ic_bt_discon_round" 
            android:layout_margin="5dp" 
            /> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:orientation="horizontal" 
        android:layout_marginBottom="16dp" 
        android:paddingTop="8dp" 
        android:paddingBottom="8dp" 
        android:baselineAligned="true" 
        android:background="@color/grey" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/ll_taskbar" 
        android:id="@+id/ll_status"> 
 
        <LinearLayout 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
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            android:orientation="vertical" 
            android:layout_weight="1"> 
 
            <TextView 
                android:layout_width="match_parent" 
                android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
                android:gravity="center" 
                android:text="Device:" 
                android:textSize="16sp" 
                android:textStyle="bold" 
                android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
                /> 
 
            <TextView 
                android:layout_width="match_parent" 
                android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
                android:gravity="center" 
                android:text="name" 
                android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
                android:textSize="16sp" 
                android:textStyle="italic" 
                android:id="@+id/tv_device" 
                /> 
 
        </LinearLayout> 
 
        <LinearLayout 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:orientation="vertical" 
            android:layout_weight="1"> 
 
            <TextView 
                android:layout_width="match_parent" 
                android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
                android:gravity="center" 
                android:text="MAC-Address:" 
                android:textSize="16sp" 
                android:textStyle="bold" 
                android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
                /> 
 
            <TextView 
                android:layout_width="match_parent" 
                android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
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                android:gravity="center" 
                android:text="00:00:00:00:00" 
                android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
                android:textSize="16sp" 
                android:textStyle="italic" 
                android:id="@+id/tv_MAC" 
                /> 
 
        </LinearLayout> 
 
        <LinearLayout 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:orientation="vertical" 
            android:layout_weight="1"> 
 
            <TextView 
                android:layout_width="match_parent" 
                android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
                android:gravity="center" 
                android:text="Status:" 
                android:textSize="16sp" 
                android:textStyle="bold" 
                android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
                /> 
 
            <TextView 
                android:layout_width="match_parent" 
                android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
                android:gravity="center" 
                android:text="Disconnected" 
                android:textSize="16sp" 
                android:textStyle="italic" 
                android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
                android:id="@+id/tv_status" 
                /> 
 
        </LinearLayout> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
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        android:orientation="horizontal" 
        android:paddingHorizontal="16dp" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/ll_status" 
        android:id="@+id/ll_titles"> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_capture" 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="30dp" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:text="Captured IMG" 
            android:textSize="18sp" 
            android:textStyle="bold" 
            android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
            android:background="@drawable/text_border"/> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_edit" 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="30dp" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:text="Converted IMG" 
            android:textSize="18sp" 
            android:textStyle="bold" 
            android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
            android:background="@drawable/text_border2"/> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
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        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:orientation="horizontal" 
        android:paddingHorizontal="16dp" 
        android:id="@+id/ll_images" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/ll_titles"> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <ImageView 
            android:id="@+id/iv_captured" 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="160dp" 
            android:background="@drawable/image_border" 
            android:contentDescription="Captured" 
            android:padding="1dp" /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <ImageView 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="160dp" 
            android:id="@+id/iv_converted" 
            android:padding="1dp" 
            android:background="@drawable/image_border" 
            android:contentDescription="Converted" 
            /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:orientation="horizontal" 
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        android:paddingHorizontal="16dp" 
        android:id="@+id/ll_image_sizes" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/ll_images"> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_captured_size" 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="0 bytes" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:textSize="14sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:padding="1dp" /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:id="@+id/tv_converted_size" 
            android:text="0 bytes" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:textSize="14sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:padding="1dp" 
            /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
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        android:orientation="horizontal" 
        android:paddingHorizontal="16dp" 
        android:id="@+id/ll_image_res" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/ll_image_sizes"> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_captured_res" 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="0 x 0" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:textSize="14sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:padding="1dp" /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:layout_width="160dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:id="@+id/tv_converted_res" 
            android:text="0 x 0" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:textSize="14sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:padding="1dp" 
            /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <TextView 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
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        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:id="@+id/tv_results_title" 
        android:textSize="22sp" 
        android:maxLines="5" 
        android:text="Results:" 
        android:textStyle="bold" 
        android:layout_marginTop="10dp" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/ll_image_res" 
        android:paddingStart="16dp" 
        android:textColor="@color/black" 
        tools:ignore="RtlSymmetry" /> 
 
    <TextView 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:id="@+id/tv_results" 
        android:maxLines="9" 
        android:gravity="center" 
        android:text="" 
        android:layout_marginTop="10dp" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/tv_results_title" 
        android:textSize="21sp" 
        android:textColor="@color/black" 
        /> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:orientation="horizontal" 
        android:layout_marginBottom="0dp" 
        android:layout_above="@+id/btn_captureImage" 
        android:layout_marginVertical="15dp" 
        android:id="@+id/ll_pred"> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" 
            android:id="@+id/tv_pred_label" 
            android:gravity="right" 
            android:text="Prediction: " 
            android:textStyle="italic" 
            android:textSize="21sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
        /> 
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        <TextView 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" 
            android:id="@+id/tv_pred" 
            android:gravity="left" 
            android:text="" 
            android:textStyle="bold" 
            android:textSize="21sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/red" 
            /> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <Button 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:id="@+id/btn_captureImage" 
        android:text="Capture Image" 
        android:textAllCaps="false" 
        android:textSize="17sp" 
        android:backgroundTint="@color/teal_200" 
        android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
        android:paddingVertical="10dp" 
        android:layout_above="@+id/btn_detect" 
        /> 
 
    <Button 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:id="@+id/btn_detect" 
        android:text="Detect Text" 
        android:textAllCaps="false" 
        android:textSize="17sp" 
        android:backgroundTint="@color/purple_500" 
        android:textColor="@android:color/white" 
        android:paddingVertical="10dp" 
        android:layout_alignParentBottom="true" 










Figure 38: Preview of the “activity_bt_devices.xml” as shown in Android Studio 
CODE: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<RelativeLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android" 
    xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent" 
    android:paddingTop="4dp" 
    android:paddingLeft="4dp" 
    android:paddingRight="4dp" 
    android:paddingBottom="4dp" 
    android:background="@color/white" 
    android:orientation="vertical" 
    tools:context="com.mechlabx.tf6.Bt_devices"> 
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    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:id="@+id/list_titles" 
        android:background="@drawable/device_item_title"> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_devID" 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="ID" 
            android:textSize="16sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:layout_weight="1" 
            android:layout_margin="10dp" 
            android:textAlignment="center" 
            android:textStyle="bold" 
            /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_devName" 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="Device Name" 
            android:textSize="16sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:layout_margin="10dp" 
            android:layout_weight="8" 
            android:textStyle="bold" 
            android:textAlignment="viewStart" 
            tools:ignore="RtlCompat" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_devMAC" 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="MAC-Address" 
            android:textSize="16sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:layout_margin="10dp" 
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            android:layout_weight="8" 
            android:textStyle="bold" 
            android:textAlignment="viewStart" 
            tools:ignore="RtlCompat" /> 
 
    </LinearLayout> 
 
    <androidx.recyclerview.widget.RecyclerView 
        android:id="@+id/rv_devices" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_below="@+id/list_titles" 










Figure 39: Preview of the “activity_terminal.xml” as shown in Android Studio 
CODE: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<RelativeLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android" 
    xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="match_parent" 
    android:background="@color/black" 
    android:orientation="vertical" 
    android:paddingLeft="20dp" 
    android:paddingTop="20dp" 
    android:paddingRight="20dp" 
    android:paddingBottom="20dp"> 
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    <TextView 
        android:id="@+id/tv_terminal" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_above="@+id/et_command" 
        android:layout_alignParentTop="true" 
        android:scrollbars="vertical" 
        android:textColor="@color/teal_200" 
        android:scrollbarAlwaysDrawVerticalTrack="true" 
        android:layout_marginBottom="20dp" 
        android:text="TextView" /> 
 
    <EditText 
        android:id="@+id/et_command" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_above="@+id/ll_buttons" 
        android:layout_marginBottom="20dp" 
        android:textColor="@color/white" 
        android:hint="Command: $+CODE" /> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:id="@+id/ll_buttons" 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
        android:layout_alignParentBottom="true" 
        android:orientation="horizontal"> 
 
        <Button 
            android:id="@+id/btn_back" 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="2" 
            android:text="BACK" /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <Button 
            android:id="@+id/btn_clear" 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
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            android:layout_weight="2" 
            android:text="CLEAR" /> 
 
        <Space 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="1" /> 
 
        <Button 
            android:id="@+id/btn_send" 
            android:layout_width="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:layout_weight="2" 
            android:text="SEND" /> 
 










Figure 40: Preview of the “device_item.xml” as shown in Android Studio 
CODE: 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<androidx.cardview.widget.CardView xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/
res/android" 
    xmlns:tools="http://schemas.android.com/tools" 
    android:layout_width="match_parent" 
    android:layout_height="wrap_content"> 
 
    <LinearLayout 
        android:layout_width="match_parent" 
        android:layout_height="match_parent" 
        android:background="@drawable/image_border"> 
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        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_devID" 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="ID" 
            android:textSize="16sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:gravity="center" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:layout_weight="1" 
            android:layout_margin="10dp" 
            android:textAlignment="center" 
            /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_devName" 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="Device Name" 
            android:textSize="16sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:layout_margin="10dp" 
            android:layout_weight="8" 
            android:textAlignment="viewStart" 
            tools:ignore="RtlCompat" /> 
 
        <TextView 
            android:id="@+id/tv_devMAC" 
            android:layout_width="0dp" 
            android:layout_height="wrap_content" 
            android:text="MAC-Address" 
            android:textSize="16sp" 
            android:textColor="@color/black" 
            android:layout_gravity="center" 
            android:layout_margin="10dp" 
            android:layout_weight="8" 
            android:textAlignment="viewStart" 
            tools:ignore="RtlCompat" /> 
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C. TensorFlow Models 
The code presented below was written in Python and can be compiled using the online Google 
Colab IDE. 
• The project’s code can be downloaded by following this link below: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Xb53B6O5syAOfvV052LuxTVjO3lbUgyk/view?usp=shar
ing 
• Google Colab IDE can be accessed and be used free of charge from the official website: 
https://colab.research.google.com/ 
C.1. Feedforward NN Model Code 
CODE: 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
"""char_classifier2.ipynb 
 
Automatically generated by Colaboratory. 
 
Original file is located at 




*   https://www.nist.gov/itl/products-and-services/emnist-dataset 










!pip install emnist 
 
"""# Import Libraries""" 
 
import tensorflow as tf 
import numpy as np 
from tensorflow import keras 
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from matplotlib import pyplot as plt 
 
from emnist import extract_training_samples 
 








"""#Labels Mapping from range [1:26] to [0:25]""" 
 
lab = np.arange(labels.size) 
for i in range (labels.size): 









for i in range(25): 
    plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
    plt.xticks([]) 
    plt.yticks([]) 
    plt.grid(False) 
    plt.imshow(images[i], cmap=plt.cm.binary) 
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HEIGHT = 28 
WIDTH = 28 
 
#Number of classes 
num_classes = len(np.unique(lab)) 
 
#batch size 
bs = 512 
 
print('Number of classes:',num_classes) 
 









images = images.astype("float32") / 255.0 
print(images[0]) 
 
"""#Spliting the Dataset (Training, Validation & Test data)""" 
 
#Split IMAGES/LABELS to TRAIN - TEST: 80%-20% 
x_train, x_test, y_train, y_test = model_selection.train_test_split(images, lab, 
train_size=0.8, test_size=0.2, random_state=0) 
#Split x_train/y_train to TRAIN - VALIDATE: 90%-10% 
x_train, x_val, y_train, y_val = model_selection.train_test_split(x_train, y_trai
n, train_size=0.9, test_size=0.1, random_state=0) 
 
print ("x_train: ", x_train.shape) 
print ("y_train: ", y_train.shape) 
print("x_val: ", x_val.shape) 
print ("y_val: ", y_val.shape) 
print("x_test: ", x_test.shape) 


























              loss='sparse_categorical_crossentropy', 
              metrics=['accuracy']) 
 
history = model.fit(x_train, y_train, epochs=10, batch_size=bs, verbose=1, shuffl








#convert the model 
converter = tf.lite.TFLiteConverter.from_keras_model(model) 
tflite_model = converter.convert() 
 
#Save the model 
with open('model.tflite', 'wb') as f: 




acc = history.history['accuracy'] 
val_acc = history.history['val_accuracy'] 
loss = history.history['loss'] 
val_loss = history.history['val_loss'] 
























# Evaluate the model on the training/validation/test data using `evaluate` 
print("Evaluate on training data") 





print("Evaluate on validation data") 





print("Evaluate on test data") 





"""###Predictions for 100 samples""" 
 
# Generate predictions (probabilities -- the output of the last layer) 
# on new data using `predict` 
print("Generate predictions for 100 samples") 
predictions = model.predict(x_test[:100]) 
print("predictions shape:", predictions.shape) 
#index of max probability for each sample 
predicted = np.argmax(predictions, 1) #axis: 0 -> sample, axis:1 -> prediction 
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#Show 1st prediction 
print("Prediction on 1st element:", class_names[predicted[0]]) 
 
#Plot 100 samples (expected vs. predicted) 
plt.figure(figsize=(14,14)) 
for i in range(100): 
    plt.subplot(10,10,i+1) 
    plt.xticks([]) 
    plt.yticks([]) 
    plt.grid(False) 
    #xlabel: expected value 
    plt.xlabel(class_names[y_test[i]]) 
    #ylabel: predicted value 
    plt.ylabel(class_names[predicted[i]]) 
    #show wrong predictions 
    if y_test[i] == predicted[i]: 
      style = plt.cm.binary 
    else: 
      style = plt.cm.OrRd_r 
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C.2. Improved CNN model with data augmentation 
CODE: 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
"""xtl_2020_12_08.ipynb 
 
Automatically generated by Colaboratory. 
 
Original file is located at 
    https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1jIpMH1RSbzGnX12qdevzkZ0y4q8AOCmu 
 
# Improved CNN model accuracy with data augmentation for image character recognit
ion 
 
This notebook is based on the digit classifier tflite project of TensorFlow: 
 




















In a previous notebook (char_classifier2.ipynb), we designed a simple feedforward
 neural network and trained the model so that it could recognize handwritten char
acters using the EMNIST dataset. 
 
At this point, our goal was to take a look at the complete procedure of generatin
g a tflite file and importing it into the developed Android application to obtain
 results. We were able to achieve about 90% accuracy on our validation dataset. H
owever, when we deployed the model in the Android app and tested it, we noticed s
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ome accuracy issue. Although the app was able to recognize characters, the accura
cy is probably way lower than 90%. 
 
In this notebook, we will explore the cause of the accuracy drop and use data aug




Let's start by importing TensorFlow and other supporting libraries that are used 
for data processing and visualization. 
""" 
 
!pip install emnist 
 
import tensorflow as tf 
from tensorflow import keras 
 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
import random 
 
from emnist import extract_training_samples 
 
import sklearn.model_selection as model_selection 
 
print() 
print('TensorFlow version: ', tf.__version__) 
 
"""## Download and explore the EMNIST "letters" dataset 
The EMNIST database contains 124,800 images of handwritten latin alphabet charact
ers. We will use the dataset to train our character classification model. 
 
Each image in the EMNIST dataset is a 28x28 grayscale image containing a letter f
rom a to z, and a label identifying which character is in the image. 
 
Initially we download the database and assign the images to the **images** array,
 and the labels to the **labels** array. 
""" 
 
images, labels = extract_training_samples('letters') 
 
"""We check the shapes of the two arrays:""" 
 
print('Images shape: ', images.shape) 
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print('Labels shape: ', labels.shape) 
 
unique_values = np.unique(labels) 
num_of_classes = unique_values.size 
 
print('Unique values in labels: ', unique_values) 
print('Number of classes: ', num_of_classes) 
 
"""We shift the values of the labels to the left, so that each label is decreased
 by 1:""" 
 
labels2 = np.arange(labels.size) 
for i in range (labels.size): 
  labels2[i] = labels[i]-1 
 
unique_values = np.unique(labels2) 
num_of_classes = unique_values.size 
 
print('Unique values in labels: ', unique_values) 
print('Number of classes: ', num_of_classes) 
 
"""We create a list with all the characters of the latin alphabet, so that the in
dex of each character corresponds to a value of the labels list: 
 






"""## Normalize the input image 
 
At first let's see the pixels' value ***frequency*** (from most frequent to the l
east frequent value) of all images **before** Normalization: 
""" 
 
freq = images.flatten() 
pd.value_counts(freq) 
 
"""By looking at the result above, we observe that the vast majority of the pixel
s in the dataset have the **black** color (value = 0). This is something expected
. 
 
Check that each pixel value is between 0-255: 
""" 
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# Check that each pixel value is between 0-255 






"""Normalize the input image so that each pixel value is between 0-1:""" 
 
# Normalize the input image so that each pixel value is between 0 to 1. 
images = images / 255.0 
 
"""Check that operation was successful:""" 
 
#Check that operation is valid 




print('Pixels are normalized!') 
 
"""Let's now see the pixels' value ***frequency*** (from most frequent to the lea
st frequent value) of all images **after** Normalization:""" 
 








At first, we split the dataset to **90% Train** and **10% Test** data: 
""" 
 
#Split IMAGES/LABELS to TRAIN - TEST: 90%-10% 
train_images, test_images, train_labels, test_labels = model_selection.train_test
_split(images, labels2, train_size=0.9, test_size=0.1, random_state=0) 
 
"""Then, we split the Train data from above to **90% Train** and **10% Validation
** data:""" 
 
#Split train_images/train_labels to TRAIN - VALIDATE: 90%-10% 
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train_images, val_images, train_labels, val_labels = model_selection.train_test_s
plit(train_images, train_labels, train_size=0.9, test_size=0.1, random_state=0) 
 
"""Show the **shapes** of the data arrays:""" 
 
print('Dataset is split into Train, Validation and Test data:') 
print() 
print("train_images: ", train_images.shape) 
print("train_labels: ", train_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("val_images: ", val_images.shape) 
print("val_labels: ", val_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("test_images: ", test_images.shape) 
print("test_labels: ", test_labels.shape) 
 
"""Add a color dimension to the images in **Train**, **Validation** and **Test** 
dataset to leverage Keras's data augmentation utilities later:""" 
 
# Add a color dimension to the images in "train", "validate" and "test" dataset t
o 
# leverage Keras's data augmentation utilities later. 
train_images = np.expand_dims(train_images, axis=3) 
val_images = np.expand_dims(val_images, axis=3) 
test_images = np.expand_dims(test_images, axis=3) 
 
"""Show the **final shape** of each array:""" 
 
print("train_images: ", train_images.shape) 
print("train_labels: ", train_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("val_images: ", val_images.shape) 
print("val_labels: ", val_labels.shape) 
print() 
print("test_images: ", test_images.shape) 
print("test_labels: ", test_labels.shape) 
 
"""Show the first 25 images in the training dataset:""" 
 
# Show the first 25 images in the training dataset. 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
  plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
  plt.xticks([]) 
  plt.yticks([]) 
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  plt.grid(False) 
  plt.imshow(np.squeeze(train_images[i], axis=2), cmap=plt.cm.gray) 
  plt.xlabel(str(train_labels[i])+'='+str(class_names[train_labels[i]])) 
plt.show() 
 
"""# Train a TensorFlow model to classify character images 
 
Next, we use Keras API to build a TensorFlow model and train it on the EMNIST "tr
ain" dataset. After training, our model will be able to classify the character im
ages. 
 
Our model takes a **28px** x **28px** **grayscale image** as an ***input***, and 
outputs **a float array of length 26** representing the probability of the image 
being a character from **a/A** to **z/Z**. 
 
Here we use a simple convolutional neural network, which is a common technique in
 computer vision. 
 
We define an utility function so that we can create quickly create multiple model




  model = keras.Sequential([ 
    keras.layers.InputLayer(input_shape=(28, 28, 1)), 
    keras.layers.Conv2D(filters=32, kernel_size=(3, 3), activation=tf.nn.relu), 
    keras.layers.Conv2D(filters=64, kernel_size=(3, 3), activation=tf.nn.relu), 
    keras.layers.MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2)), 
    keras.layers.Dropout(0.25), 
    keras.layers.Flatten(), 
    keras.layers.Dense(128, activation=tf.nn.relu), 
    keras.layers.Dense(64, activation=tf.nn.relu), 
    keras.layers.Dense(26, activation=tf.nn.softmax) 
  ]) 
  model.summary() 
  model.compile(optimizer='adam', 
                loss='sparse_categorical_crossentropy', 
                metrics=['accuracy']) 
  return model 
 
"""Let's take a closer look at our model **structure**:""" 
 
base_model = create_model() 
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"""**Train** to confirm that our model can achieve above 93% accuracy on the EMNI
ST dataset.""" 
 
history = base_model.fit( 
    train_images, 
    train_labels, 
    epochs=5, 
    #batch_size=128, 
    validation_data=(val_images, val_labels) 
) 
 
"""Below, we may see the model's **Loss** and **Accuracy** *plots*:""" 
 
acc = history.history['accuracy'] 
val_acc = history.history['val_accuracy'] 
loss = history.history['loss'] 
val_loss = history.history['val_loss'] 
epochs = range(1,len(acc)+1) 
 


















plt.legend(['train_accuracy', 'val_accuracy', 'train_accuracy_128', 'val_accuracy
_128', 'train_accuracy_512', 'val_accuracy_512']) 
fig2.savefig('base-model-acc.png') 
 
"""We observe that model's **accuracy** on the *training data* reaches 95% after 
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"""We observe that the model's **accuracy** on the *test data* is around 93%. 
 
In practice though, the accuracy is much smaller and many times leads to false re
sults. An possible explanation for this could be that the captured image that is 
fed in the model is not as perfectly centered as the train data of the model, and
 that in general, there are distortions of the characters due to the process of c
apturing the image. 
 
Let's see how we can deal with this issue and try to improve the results. 
 
# Troubleshoot the accuracy drop 
 
Let's see the character images in EMNIST again and guess the cause of the accurac
y drop we experienced in deployment. 
""" 
 
# Show the first 25 images in the training dataset. 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
  plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
  plt.xticks([]) 
  plt.yticks([]) 
  plt.grid(False) 
  plt.imshow(np.squeeze(train_images[i], axis=2), cmap=plt.cm.gray) 
  plt.xlabel(class_names[train_labels[i]]) 
plt.show() 
 
"""We can see from the 25 images above that the digits are about the same size, a
nd they are in the center of the images. Let's verify if this assumption is true 
across the EMNIST dataset.""" 
 
#copy so that train_images array remains unchanged even if train_images_borders i
s modified 
train_images_borders = (np.squeeze(train_images, axis=3)).copy() 
print(train_images_borders.shape) 
 
# An utility function that returns where the character is in the image. 
def digit_area(emnist_image, cc): 
  # Remove the color axes 
  emnist_image = np.squeeze(emnist_image, axis=2) 
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  # Extract the list of columns that contain at least 1 pixel from the character 
  x_nonzero = np.nonzero(np.amax(emnist_image, 0)) 
  x_min = np.min(x_nonzero) 
  x_max = np.max(x_nonzero) 
 
  # Extract the list of rows that contain at least 1 pixel from the character 
  y_nonzero = np.nonzero(np.amax(emnist_image, 1)) 
  y_min = np.min(y_nonzero) 
  y_max = np.max(y_nonzero) 
 
  train_images_borders[cc,:,x_min] = 1 
  train_images_borders[cc,:,x_max] = 1 
  train_images_borders[cc,y_min,:] = 1 
  train_images_borders[cc,y_max,:] = 1 
 
  return [x_min, x_max, y_min, y_max] 
 
# Calculate the area containing the character across EMNIST dataset 
digit_area_rows = [] 
counter = 0 
for image in train_images: 
  digit_area_row = digit_area(image, counter) 
  digit_area_rows.append(digit_area_row) 
  counter+=1 
 
digit_area_df = pd.DataFrame( 
  digit_area_rows, 




# Show the first 25 images in the training dataset with the character borders. 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
  plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
  plt.xticks([]) 
  plt.yticks([]) 
  plt.grid(False) 
  plt.imshow(train_images_borders[i], cmap=plt.cm.gray) 
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"""Now from the histogram and a sample of the 25 first images of the dataset incl
uding the character's borders, you can confirm that the characters in EMNIST imag
es are fitted nicely in a certain area at the center of the images. 
 
However, when you wrote characters and captured them with the Android app, you pr
obably did not pay attention to make sure your character fits in the area that th
e characters appear in the EMNIST dataset. The deep learning model has not seen s
uch data before so it performed poorly, especially when you captured a character 
that was off the center of the image canvas. 
 
Let's add some data augmentation to the EMNIST dataset to verify if our assumptio
n is true. We will distort our EMNIST dataset by adding: 
* Rotation 





# Define data augmentation 
datagen = keras.preprocessing.image.ImageDataGenerator( 
  rotation_range=30, 
  width_shift_range=0.25, 
  height_shift_range=0.25, 
  shear_range=0.25, 
  zoom_range=0.2 
) 
 
# Generate augmented data from EMNIST dataset 
train_generator = datagen.flow(train_images, train_labels) 
test_generator = datagen.flow(test_images, test_labels) 
val_generator = datagen.flow(val_images, val_labels) 
 
# Sizes 
augmented_train_images, augmented_train_labels = next(train_generator) 
augmented_val_images, augmented_val_labels = next(val_generator) 






"""Let's see what our character images look like after augmentation. You can see 
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augmented_images, augmented_labels = next(train_generator) 
plt.figure(figsize=(10,10)) 
for i in range(25): 
    plt.subplot(5,5,i+1) 
    plt.xticks([]) 
    plt.yticks([]) 
    plt.grid(False) 
    plt.imshow(np.squeeze(augmented_images[i], axis=2), cmap=plt.cm.gray) 
    plt.xlabel(class_names[augmented_labels[i]]) 
plt.show() 
 
"""Let's evaluate the character classifier model that we trained earlier on this 




"""You can see that accuracy significantly dropped to below 40% in the augmented 
test dataset. 
 
# Improve accuracy with data augmentation 
 




improved_model = create_model() 
history = improved_model.fit( 
    train_generator,  
    epochs=15, 
    #batch_size=128, 
    validation_data=val_generator) 
 
"""We can see that as the model saw more distorted character images during traini
ng, its accuracy evaluated distorted test character images were significantly imp
roved to about 85%. 
 






acc = history.history['accuracy'] 
val_acc = history.history['val_accuracy'] 
loss = history.history['loss'] 
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val_loss = history.history['val_loss'] 
epochs = range(1,len(acc)+1) 
 






plt.legend(['train loss', 'val loss']) 
fig1.savefig('improved-model-loss.png') 
 






plt.legend(['train accuracy', 'val accuracy']) 
fig2.savefig('improved-model-acc.png') 
 
"""– Training set: A set of examples used for learning, that is to fit the parame
ters of the classifier. 
 
– Validation set: A set of examples used to tune the parameters of a classifier, 
for example to choose the number of hidden units in a neural network. 
 





Results summary on initial data: 
""" 
 
# Evaluate the model on the training/validation/test data using `evaluate` 
# batch_size when not declared is 32 by default 
print("Evaluate on training data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(train_images, train_labels) 
print() 
print("Train Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Train Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on validation data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(val_images, val_labels) 
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print() 
print("Validation Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Validation Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on test data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(test_images, test_labels) 
print() 
print("Test Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Test Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
 
"""Results summary on augmented data:""" 
 
# Evaluate the model on the training/validation/test data using `evaluate` 
# batch_size when not declared is 32 by default 
print("Evaluate on training data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(train_generator) 
print() 
print("Train Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Train Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on validation data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(val_generator) 
print() 
print("Validation Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Validation Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
print() 
print("Evaluate on test data:") 
results = improved_model.evaluate(test_generator) 
print() 
print("Test Loss:", round(results[0],2)) 
print("Test Accuracy:", round(results[1]*100,2),'%') 
 
# Generate predictions (probabilities -- the output of the last layer) 
# on new data using `predict` 
print("Generate predictions for 100 samples") 
predictions = improved_model.predict(test_images[:100]) 
print("predictions shape:", predictions.shape) 
#index of max probability for each sample 
predicted = np.argmax(predictions, 1) #axis: 0 -> sample, axis:1 -> prediction 
#Show 1st prediction 
print("Prediction on 1st element:", class_names[predicted[0]]) 
 
#Plot 100 samples (predicted vs. expected) 
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(14,16)) 
#fig.suptitle('Predicted / Expected', fontsize=20) 
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for i in range(100): 
    plt.subplot(10,10,i+1) 
    plt.xticks([]) 
    plt.yticks([]) 
    plt.grid(False) 
    #xlabel: expected value 
    plt.xlabel(str(class_names[predicted[i]])+' / '+str(class_names[test_labels[i
]])) 
    #ylabel: predicted value 
    #plt.ylabel(class_names[predicted[i]]) 
    #show wrong predictions 
    if test_labels[i] == predicted[i]: 
      style = plt.cm.binary 
    else: 
      style = plt.cm.OrRd_r 




"""# Convert to TensorFlow Lite 
 




# Convert Keras model to TF Lite format and quantize. 
converter = tf.lite.TFLiteConverter.from_keras_model(improved_model) 
converter.optimizations = [tf.lite.Optimize.DEFAULT] 
tflite_quantized_model = converter.convert() 
 
# Save the quantized model to file to the Downloads directory 




# Download the character classification model 
from google.colab import files 
files.download('emnist.tflite') 
 
"""# END""" 
 
 
